




L INTRODUCTION 

This Revitalization Plan for the Santa Clara Fairgrounds is presented by The A & M 

Group. The A & M Group consists of Edward Alvarez, J.D., and Dan McFadden Ph.D. 

principals, and John Salmon, Fair Operations Expert, as consultant. The Revitalization Plan 

reflects the direction of the Fair Management Corporation ("FMC") as well as extensive 

discussions with members of the Santa Clara County administration and representatives of the 

City of San Jose, including the offices of the City Manager, Planning Department, Convention 

Center, and Streets and Traffic. Representatives from the construction, real estate development, 

fair/exposition and entertainment and recreation industries were also consulted. Subject to the 

approval by the Board of Supervisors, subsequent discussions with other interested parties, 

especially the surrounding residents and property owners, will be undertaken as part of the 

community review and environmental process described in this report. 

The A & M Group would like to thank all of those who have assisted in this study and 

especially Arthur Troyer, Chief Executive Officer for FMC and members of the FMC Board of 

Directors: Carl Cookson, Barbara Perzigian, Robert Quinlan, Donald Silacci and John Neece. 



ll.EXECUTfVESUNrndARY 

FAIRGROUNDS REVITALIZATION PLAN MAJOR RECOlv1lvfENDATIONS 

Included in this report, as Appendix B, is a schematic of the Fairgrounds that includes a 

design concept for the revitalization effort. The following are the seven key steps in the 

Revitalization Plan: 

1. Urban Exposition Center 

Consumer shows require a viable market, a large quantity of adequate space, a 

convenient, accessible public location with abundant parking and affordable pricing. The 

revitalized grounds hold tremendous potential to be the regional center for "consumer shows". 

This use would complement the City's Convention Center and downtown San Jose. 

The recommendation is to construct a new multi-purpose Exposition Center to replace all -
antiquated buildings at the Fairgrounds. Currently, the Fairgrounds' has approximately 145,000 

square feet of roofed space for public uses and offices. The exact size and location of the new 

Exposition Center would depend on a number of factors, but it would most likely be located in 

close proximity to the existin~ grandsta.Qd. Design efforts that may eventually be approved for 

the new Exposition Center should evaluate the feasibility of utilizing the existing grandstand in 

refurbished form as a 6,000 seat venue for fair, community and festival uses. Subject to further 

study, Fiesta Hall also may be capable of being renovated aDd preserved as a community events ,. 
and exhibits building. The new and refurbished exposition complex would host the kind of 
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activities that are currently held at the Fairgrounds. In addition, the complex would attract a 

variety of new consumer day shows plus "third tier" convention and trade shows. 

2. Performing Arts Center 

Anchoring the Revitalization Plan is a Performing Arts Center on the property. 

Precisely where and how this 20 to 25 acre "flagship" would be situated and built on the property 

will depend on findings from a focused environmental review (a noise and traffic study) of the 

proposed development. Presently, it is anticipated that a private developer and promoter would 

book approximately 25 to 40 shows per year at the Center, and that it would also annually host 

community events on approximately 20 to 30 days per year. The Center should draw between 

400,000 and 600,000 visitors per year. 

3. Parking and Access 

Parking would be relocated onto the Fairgrounds proper, surrounding and contiguous to 

the new Performing Arts Center, and configured in a way that would allow traffic flow patterns 

to enter and exit from multiple points along Tully, Monterey and Umbarger Roads. The primary 

parking lots would occupy approximately forty acres to accommodate a minimum of 5,000 

vehicles and would be used for all events at the Fairgrounds including activities at the 

Performing Arts Center. Approximately twenty-five acres of unpaved (turf) parking would 

augment the paved lots to accommodate an additional 2,750 vehicles. On-site parking capacity 

could be supplemented for major events, such as weekend days during the annual fair or major 

cultural festivals, through shuttle service from light rail, Spartan Stadium and city-owned parking 

lots. 



4. Tully Road Development 

The fourteen-acre Tully Road parking lot would be converted to private development, 

most likely involving offices, research and development facilities and/or a mix of light 

industrial and commercial uses. 

5. Expand Fairs, Festivals and Outdoor Exhibits 

The revitalized complex would continue to host the annual Fair. In addition to the 

festivals that are already held at the Fairgrounds, a cooperative arrangement with the City should 

be explored to attract many of the major festivals that are currently held downtown. An 

improved Exposition Center could be financially self-sustaining, and would be an attractive 

venue for many of the major festivals. Combined, downtown festivals annually draw in excess 

of 1.5 million patrons. Community dances, which now cause scheduling problems for the 

Convention Center, also could be hosted at the Fairgrounds. These dances, which presently 

occur four times per year, average 9,000 per date in attendance, and could be expanded to 14 to 

20 dates. 

6. Regional Recreation and Sports Facilities 

In cooperation with the City of San Jose, Spartan Little League would be relocated and a 

community sports and recreation center would be constructed on approximately six acres along 

Tully. This center would most likely be privately developed and managed. 

7. Livestock Campus 

As part of the revitalization strategy, the FMC will work with the County to evaluate the 

feasibility of relocating non-fair equestrian and livestock events to a new location in the South 

County. It is expected that this strategy could be accomplished and supported by private 

development of an equestrian center. If the existing grandstand can be retained and incorporated 
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in the design of a revamped Fairgrounds, an equestrian arena, which also could be used for 

livestock exhibits during the annual fair, could be located, as a spectator focal point, along the 

grandstand. A portable stage also could be utilized in the arena area to transform the refurbished 

grandstand into a multi-purpose entertainment venue for the annual fair, various festivals and 

special events. A location and planned development for equestrian and other non-fair related 

animal exhibits - again perhaps tied to a south County equestrian center - could be accomplished 

at various points in the planning and development process. 

Timing 

Sequencing this revitalization effort would most likely occur over a five-year period. The 

Perfonning Arts Center and parking lots would be constructed first; the Tully lot would be leased 

for private development purposes; a new Exposition Center would be constructed, with non

retained older structures being demolished. Existing livestock facilities along Umbarger would 

be demolished at some point after a new facility with equestrian and livestock exhibition 

capabilities is constructed at a south County site. 

Entitlement Process 

Preliminary discussions with County staff and the City Planning Director have indicated 

that the Revitalization Plan could be processed through the County as the lead agency. The 

environmental review would focus on noise impacts from the Performing Arts Center and traffic 

impacts related to the new uses and development of the Tully parking lot. Noise impacts will 

require extensive community participation in the review process as well as extensive noise 

studies by experts in the field. Unless noise impacts can be mitigated, obviously the Performing 

Arts Center could not proceed. Since the City of San Jose will be the responsible agency relative 



to traffic, A&M recommends that traffic studies be conducted in cooperation with the City traffic 

staff. 

Conclusion 

The revitalized complex would continue to accommodate the County's annual fair. It 

also would host existing events that are held at the Fairgrounds as well as numerous festivals and 

community events that are presently held in downtown San Jose. An underlying goal of the 

revitalization effort would be to increase community use of the Fairgrounds from the current 

level of 1.2 million persons per year to over 3 million within five years. 

It is recommended that the Revitalization Plan be adopted and that the FMC/County staff 

be authorized to negotiate with a private developer for development of the Performing Arts 

Center, and that the required further study of the Exposition Center and traffic and parking study 

also be authorized. 



m.. AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

The purpose of this brief overview is to set the context for the Revitalization Plan by 

describing the troubled financial history of the Fairgrounds. This overview highlights three 

studies that have been completed on the Fairgrounds over the last decade, and describes actions 

that were taken in 1966 by the Board of Supervisors when the Fair Management Corporation 

first presented a preliminary plan together with a list of potential uses for the property. Finally, 

this overview addresses the role of the A & M Consulting Group in assisting the FMC, and the 

Board of Supervisors to prepare a strategy for converting the Fairgrounds into a productive 

enterprise. 

• Financial Difficulties 

On January 4, 1984 the Santa Clara County Fair Association filed for Bankruptcy under 

Chapter 11. At the time this action was taken, the Association's creditors schedule listed 

liabilities in excess of $3.0 million with assets that were valued at less than 10% of those 

obligations. For several years prior to the Chapter 11 filing, the Association's profit and loss 

statements reflected annual accounts payable averages of $900,000 with a revenue generating 

capacity that was incapable of servicing this debt. 

A number of factors contributed to the Fair Association bankruptcy. California 

Fairgrounds, in general, began to experience financial difficulties in the late 1970s after the 

impacts of proposition 13 led the state and the county governments to reduce financial subsidies 

to Fair operations. With few exceptions, fair complexes in California also have suffered from 

aging and deteriorating infrastructures, which have undermined their ability to compete with 

more modem recreation and entertainment venu~~. In addition there is ample evidence to 
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suggest that public recreation and entertainment tastes have changed dramatically from the time 

fairgrounds were looked at as a focal point in communities. All of these factors have had some 

adverse effect on the ability of the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds to effectively compete in the 

recreation and entertainment industry. 

Evidence of overwhelming financial difficulties continued to mount during the late 

1980's, as the association maintained a staff of 75 full time employees and did not take any steps 

to reduce personnel costs until 1992. In contrast, the FMC now supports 45 positions, and some 

employees in these positions work part time. Until 1993, the Association also continued to host 

a number of unprofitable seasonal festivals even though the corporation's debt continued to rise. 

Approximately three years ago the Fair Management Corporation was formed, and subsequently 

a marked increase in management control and accountability have been brought to bear on the 

operation of the Fairgrounds. The FMC, however, continues to be burdened with the same 

deteriorated complex that plagued the Association and undermines the marketability of the 

Fairgrounds. Despite efforts to control costs and promote greater public and private use of this 

site, and despite the County's agreement to forgo a share of satellite wagering revenue during the 

period of reorganization, the FMC's financial performance has not been promising. The FMC 

has managed slight cash surpluses and deficits over the past three years, and has not been able to 

build reserves to host any special events other than the annual fair. The Fair lost over $300,000 

in 1996 and in excess of $150,000 in 1997. Interim events, while breaking even financially 

during the past three years, have been stagnant and do not generate enough profit to cover 

corporate overhead. Virtually all major capital improvement requirements have been left 

. unattended because of the lack of resources. 



• Studies Since 1988 

It is unlikely that any piece of County owned property has been studied more than the 

Santa Clara County Fairgrounds. Some of these studies coincided with ill fated proposals to 

utilize the property for a professional sports arena, a NASCAR racing complex, or a new 

location for the Bay Meadows race track operation. Over the years, the site has also been looked 

at for potential residential and commercial development with the intent of using a portion of the 

proceeds from the sale of the property to relocate the Fairgrounds to south county. However, the 

concept of selling the site for private development has never generated any serious discussion 

because of the Board of Supervisors' commitment to preserving the property for public uses. 

There also have been a number of studies that have evaluated the Fairgrounds 

management structure, marketability potential and infrastructure problems. Before the FMC 

issued the recent request for qualifications, the staff reviewed three or more important studies 

that were completed during the past decade: A 1988 land utilization study by Economic Research 

Associates ("ERA"), a 1994 management assessment by The Los Angeles County Fair 

Association (Fairplex) and a 1996 Master Land Use Plan by Coats Consulting. 

• The ERA Study 

Economic Research Associates was commissioned by the Fair Association to evaluate 

regional demographics and market demands for recreation, entertainment and exhibit activities. 

It also assessed the Fairgrounds niche within that market. ERA concluded that one of the 

Fairgrounds most important assets was its central location within the region, but that its . 
deteriorating infrastructure and generally inefficient design undermined its abiJjty to effectively 

compete with more modem venues. The ERA Study also pointed to the abundance of the 

underutilized property on the site as an untapped resource. The ERA Study did not include any 
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concrete recommendations for financing needed improvements at the site, or for making the 

Fairgrounds more competitive within the entertainment and recreation industry. 

• The Fairplex Study 

The L.A. Fairplex Management Group was retained by the County Executive's Office to 

complete a management and operation audit of the Fairgrounds in 1994. This study coincided 

with the Fair Association bankruptcy proceedings and, along with other factors, encouraged 

county support for the formation of FMC. The Fairplex Report recommended changes in the 

management and governing structure for the Fairgrounds and noted a very serious lack of capita} 

necessary to undertake needed infrastructure improvements and initiate potentially profitable 

operating alternatives. Implicit in the report was a call for increased financial support from the 

County to sustain Fairgrounds operations. Clearly, the County's own financial difficulties have 

not allowed for adequate subsidies. 

• The Coats Report 

The FMC commissioned a Land Use Planning Study of the Fairgrounds by Coats 

Consulting, and presented that report to the Board of Supervisors in 1996. This study included 

alternative schematic layouts of the Fairgrounds and a lengthy list of historically approved and 

potential new uses for the site including some commercial development. In presenting the plan, 

the FMC asked the Board of Supervisors to provide direction on the uses they deemed to be 

acceptable, or unacceptable. A clear policy consensus emerged from the Board supporting a 

vision for the Fairgrounds that would emphasize family recreation and entertainment uses, 

including cultural festivals, consumer shows and exhibits, and the annual fair. In addition, the -------------------------------
Board~o approved the concept of some commercial develop!TIent on the property, but only in 

so far as that kind of development might be needed to finance core public uses. No serious 
'"1 
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consideration was given to selling the property and relocating the Fair during this planning 

process. The Board did, however, make it clear that FMC was to pursue the creation of a self-

sustaining enterprise at the Fairgrounds; i.e. an operation that did not depend on a subsidy from 

-the County. 

What these studies and planning efforts had in common was the lack of a strategy for 

financing improvements at the Fairgrounds. In fact, while the 1996 Land Use Study helped to 

define the County's vision for the property, the study's findings were never formally adopted by 

the Board. Adoption was deferred because the Board still lacked basic information on 

infrastructure and the cost of needed capital improvements. 

With this background, the Board of Supervisors endorsed the FMC's decision to solicit 
....... 

proposals for completing a development feasibility study for the Fairgrounds. The A & M Group 

was selected by the FMC to accomplish this task. 

• The A & M Study 

The work of the A & M Group was intended to build upon the previously completed 

studies outlined above. However, the focus of the A & M studies differed from past assessments 

of the Fairgrounds in at least two important aspects: 

1. The FMC was of the opinion that the 1996 planning effort generated sufficiently clear 

direction from the Board of Supervisors with respect to desirable and permissible uses on the 

property so as to negate the need for another general planning effort. Additionally, the FMC 

concluded that further study was needed to focus on tangible opportunities for financing and 

implementing development concepts within the historically licensed uses for the property. 

Accordingly, this study was to focus on opportunities that have a high probability of coming 

to fruition. These opportunities must be consistent with the County's commitment to 
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maintaining the Fairgrounds for public uses, and also with the County's goal of generating 

sufficient income to render the Fairgrounds ~ftg. 

, == = ----
2. Consistent with the direction of the County, the A & M Study was to include an estimate of 

capital needs and identify revenue streams to underwrite capital costs. Accordingly, FMC 

contracted with Kitchell CEM to conduct an independent, and up to date, assessment of the 

Fairgrounds roofed assembly space and existing underground infrastructure. This physical 

inventory of the facilities was necessary in order for the Board of Supervisors to evaluate 

FMC's ability, through new and existing revenues, to finance needed improvements. A 

summary of the Kitchell findings are included below in Section VI and the full report is 

included in Appendix C. 
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IV. GOALS AND STRATEGIES OF THE REVITAUZATION PLAN 

Goals -- Discussions with the Board and the FMC established the following primary goals: 

)- Develop a self-sustaining family recreation and entertainment enterprise zone. 

)- Increase public attendance, broaden participation, and make the Fairgrounds vital to 

the community. 

)- Use a minimum of County funds and repay County funds used to underwrite the 

revitalization effort. 

)- Break even with operating costs within five years. 

Strategies -- Discussions between FMC and The A & M Group established the following 

strategies: 

~veloP an exposition area that will be attractive to consumer shows, support large 

community festivals and cultural events, and improve the function and attractiveness 

~he annual Fair. 

lYDevelop a "flagship use" on the site to establish a new identity for the Fairgrounds 

and to provide sufficient private investment to underwrite major infrastructure costs. 

)- Investigate a two-campus model - an exposition/cultural center at the Fairgrounds 

site, and an equestrian/agricultural center at a South County site. 

V.rovide convenient and abundant parking with excellent access to make the site user 

friendly. 
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~ize on-site parking as a major revenue stream to underwrite the Revitalization 

IJan. 
¥" Develop new entertainment uses that are consistent with historical uses of the site and 

~e proven successful at other Fairgrounds. 

V Emphasize uses that are compatible with the surrounding neighborhoods and 

c07lement the effort of the City to revitalize the area. 

~courage public/private partnerships to generate revenues necessary to underwrite 

capital improvements that will in turn support a broad range of community serving 

events. 
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V. MAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE REVITAliZATION PLAN 

There are four major elements of the revitalization effC?rt: The Urban Exposition Center; 

the Perfonning Arts Center; the Regional Sports/Recreation Facilities, and Parking and Access. 

With additional study and solicitation of proposals, the Revitalization Plan will become more 

detailed, and the elements will be further defined. We can expect some modifications and 

substitutions within the proposed framework i.e. a family entertainment center, a family golf 

center, etc., as the FMC attempts to balance proposed uses in tenns of perceived community 

needs, compatibility of uses, revenues, and the capacity of the site. 

THE URBAN EXPOSITION CENTER 

In 1996 approximately 800,000 visitors came to the Fairgrounds for events other than the 

annual Fair and events held at the Speedway. This number is not impressive until you consider 

the condition of the current Fairgrounds - the outdated, uninviting, and inadequate facilities (only 

the Art Building is air-conditioned) and the very poor layout of the facilities and parking. 

However, a revitalized Fairgrounds holds tremendous potential to function as a regional center 

attracting large crowds to consumer shows, to festivals and cultural events, and to an improved 

annual Fair. 

• Consumer and Trade Shows 

Consumer shows require a viable market, a large quantity of adequate space, a 

convenient location with abundant parking, and affordable pricing. The revitalized Fairgrounds 
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could be transformed into an urban Exposition Center that would meet a need in the region and 

would complement the City's Convention Center and downtown. A revitalized Fairgrounds with 

up to date facilities would draw a variety of consumer shows such as auto, home, garden, travel, 

arts and crafts etc. Trade shows normally require adjacent hotel space, therefore, an Exposition 

Center would be limited in this regard. However, the Exposition Center could supplement 
I 

downtown Convention Center activities with additional indoor and outdoor space that could be 

serviced in a limited fashion by the downtown hotels. 

Currently the Fairground has approximately 145,000 square feet of roofed space for 

public uses and offices. The recommendation is to construct a new multi-purpose Exposition 

Center to replace all antiquated buildings at the Fairgrounds. Based on information provided in 

the Kitchell report, a 125,000 to 150,000 square foot exhibition building, with state of the art 

amenities, can be constructed for approximately $130.00 per square feet. The exact size and 

location of the center would depend on a number of factors, but it would most likely be located 

in close proximity to the existing grandstand. Given Kitchell's findings, design efforts that may 

eventually be approved for the new Exposition Center should evaluate the feasibility of utilizing 

the existing grandstand in refurbished form as a 6,000 seat venue for fair and festival uses. 

Subject to further study, the Fiesta Hall may be capable of being renovated and preserved as a 

10,000 square foot community building. The new exposition complex would host the kind of 

activities that are currently held at the Fairgrounds, however, on a larger scale. A market and 

financial feasibility study would be required to survey potential users and to determine the size 

and configuration, electronics, communications and audio visual needs and special amenities 

required to compete successfully for these large consumer day shows. In addition, this study 
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would serve as the basis to decide whether the County would seek a private partner to construct 

and operate this center. 

• Festivals and Cultural Events 

Primarily because of the location of the site, there is a tremendous potential to expand 

service and outreach of the fairgrounds to all sectors of the community, and greatly increase 

attendance and revenues. Currently, there are a number of festivals and cultural events, grossing 

approximately $2,403,000 annually, held on streets in the downtown that receive 2 %to 3% of 

their budget from the City. These major events realize a small profit for their sponsoring 

organizations. Many of these non-profits face increasing costs of security and set-up that 

undermine their financial viability. The proposed Exposition Center would provide an attractive 

venue for many of these groups. Controlled access through gates would provide significant 

revenues from admissions, and decrease security costs. In addition adequate water and power 

hook-ups and efficient layout of booth and concession areas would decrease set-up costs and 

significantly improve the non-profit's revenue. FMC would control the parking and retain all or 

most of the revenue which would make if feasible to permit non-profits to keep admissions 

revenue and a major portion of the concessions revenues. 

Some of the major festivals held in the downtown include: 

.:. Tapestry and Talent in Talent (3 days) 400,000 visitors 

.:. San Jose Jazz Festival (5 days) 120,000 visitors 

.:. San Jose International Mariachi Festival (4 days) 50,000 visitors 

.:. San Jose America Festival (2 days) 200,000 visitors 

.:. Cinco de Mayo, 400,000 visitors 

.:. Fiestas Patriasl 16 de Septiembre 250,000 visitors 
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If a number of these festivals and cultural events, at their current size, were to relocate to 

an improved Exposition and Cultural Center, they would bring in over 1.0 million new visitors 

annually to the fairgrounds. The size of the festivals that the Exposition Center would be 

expected to accommodate will depend on the traffic and parking study. 

• Community dances 

In addition to the street festivals there currently are four large community dances held at 

the San Jose Convention Center. The Convention Center can only accommodate four dates per 

year because of the weekend move-inlmove-out schedule. Demand from the six promoters, who 

compete to promote these dances, is such that these events could expand to 16 to 20 dates 

annually. The average attendance is 8,900 and the gross is approximately $500,000 per event. 

With a well designed building (the proposed multi-purpose Exposition Center) and convenient 

close-in parking the Exposition Center could host these types of events. 

• The Annual Fair 

The annual ten-day Fair hosted approximately 688,000 visitors during its peak attendance 

period in the 1980's. Recent attendance numbers are at an all time low of 250,000 paid visitors. 

The decline in attendance can be attributed to the ovemll appearance and functionality of the 

Fairgrounds, which is substandard relative to comparable fairgrounds in urbanized areas of the 

State. The current layout of the Fair is poor. Circulation between the main exhibition halls and 

the equestrian and livestock area is crowded along the western end of the Speedway. 

Consolidating the Fair activities adjacent to the new Exposition Center and grandstand, utilizing 

temporary exhibit and holding facilities for livestock, should improve both the attendance and 

enjoyment of the annual Fair. 
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THE PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 

Keystone to the Revitalization Plan is the proposal that the County seek a private partner 

to develop and operate a performing arts center. The anticipated arrangement would involve a 

long-term ground lease (40-50 years). The developer would construct a Performing Arts Center 

on 20-25 acres on the site consisting of a performance stage, sound and video system, 

approximately 10,000 permanent theatre style seats, a bermed lawn area and plaza areas to 

accommodate concession stands and restrooms. The developer would also improve an additional 

40 acres of surface parking to be controlled by the countylFMC. Precisely where and how this 

20 - 25 acre "flagship" would be situatedlbuilt on the property would depend on findings from a 

focused EIR (a noise and traffic study on the proposed development). Presently it is anticipated 

that a private developer and promoter would book approximately 25 - 40 shows per year in the 

center, and that it would annually host community events on approximately 20 - 30 days per 

year. The center would draw, in it's initial years of operation, approximately 250,000 visitors 

and when it achieved stabilized operation, 400,000 to 600,000 visitors per year. 

The choice of a Performing Arts Center as the "flagship" is based on a number of 

considerations: 

1. The need to have a "flagship" proposal that is dramatic, that will significantly change 

the public perception of the Fairgrounds and transform it into a destination. 

2. The need for an infusion of private capital to underwrite the major infrastructure 

~~----~---------------------------------
needs of parking and utilities. 
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3. The market demand in the community and significant interest by potential private 

partners. 

4. The Performing Arts Center would provide a venue for major entertainment during 

the annual Fair. Many of the successful fairs are dependent on headline entertainment 

to draw significant crowds. 

A project of this magnitude will involve extensive community participation in the review 

process as well as three specific studies involving the private partner and the County: 

1. A market/financial feasibility study by the County to assess the need and financial 

merit of the project. 

2. A sound study to assess noise impacts. This effort will involve extensive noise studies 

by experts in the field and unless noise impacts can be mitigated to the satisfaction of 

the Board of Supervisors, the Performing Arts Center would not proceed. 

3. A parking and traffic study to provide for adequate parking and efficient ingress and 

egress, and to mitigate traffic and parking impacts on the adjacent residential 

neighborhoods. 

REGIONAL SPORTSIRECREATIONAL FACILITIES 

The FMC has considered the possibility of incorporating a number of worthwhile 

community recreation needs on the site. Proposals by private interests to create a regional 

tournament softball, and a regional tournament soccer complex were discussed in detail. 

Unfortunately, these proposals required a large commitment of land (40-50 acres); required the 

County to underwrite capital costs; and do not provide revenue at a level that meets the 
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requirements of the Revitalization Plan. The FMC wanted private development of 

sport/recreational facilities on the site but on a smaller scale and therefore, FMC has designated 

the Spartan Fields area for this purpose. 

The Spartan Fields is approximately 14 acres located at the northeastern comer of the 

Fairgrounds. The Spartan Little League leases approximately 8 acres of this property for a 

cluster of five baseball fields. The lease with FMC allows the use of this property, including the 
, 

little league fields, to accommodate overflow parking during the annual Fair. This particular 14 

acre parcel is separated from the rest of the Fairgrounds by the Franklin-McKinley Elementary 

School located immediately to the west, and single family residential uses to the east and the 

south. FMC has indicated that any uses proposed for this parcel must be particularly sensitive to 

and compatible with the neighboring uses. 

Based on preliminary discussions, one concept would be to develop the northern 6 acres 

fronting on Tully to accommodate two structures (Butler buildings similar to those at the San 

Jose Ice Center at 10th and Alma) and 250 parking spaces. These two structures could 

accommodate a privately developed and operated BasketballN olleyball tournament complex and 

provide a permanent home for "Rollin'Ice", an inline skating facility that is located temporarily 

in a Fairgrounds facility that is recommended for removal. An alternative concept would include 

a family entertainment center and golf facility. 

The southern eight acres of this Spartan Fields parcel are nnw occupied by five little 

league fields. The City has expressed an interest in relocating these fields to a permanent home 

at a nearby location. In preliminary discussions with a representative of the Spartan Little 

League, an interest was expressed in a permanent little league facility with permanent restrooms 

and provisions for ongoing field maintenance. If the Spartan Little League group, the City and 
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the County can mutually agree on a cooperative proposal, then the little league complex can be 

relocated to Tully fields. The eight acres now occupied by the fields would be designated as 

secondary parking. These proposed uses are low impact and the sports/recreation facilities are 

complementary to the school and the adjacent residential neighborhoods. 

PARKING AND ACCESS 

Parking is identified as a major problem in both the Fairplex and the E.R.A.:. reports. A 

quote from the Fairplex report sums up the situation - "Customers find access to the parking lot 

difficult an~ con~sing. Th~~ain parking lot (1600 spaces) across Tully is a major customer 

service problem due to location and fence in the median strip. The lot does not give the 

appearance that it is part of the fairgrounds. The need to cross Tully Road evokes safety 

concerns and handicap parking is virtually impossible considering the obstacles one is required 

to negotiate." 

In order for the revitalization goal to be accomplished, parking must become a major 

revenue stream, and the following actions must be taken: Parking must be brought into the 

------------~----~=~---------
"'"Fairgrounds proper; be increased to ac~mmoaate expcctett peaK crowds; be made secure; be 

made accessible with easy ingress and quick egress; have improved signage; and be operated in a 

professional fashion according to a coordinated plan. 

• The Parking Strategy 

The approach The A&M group has taken in developing the parking strategy rests on a 

few major assumptions: 

» That certain parking lots will also function as festival fair and exhibit venues. 
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)- That the revenue stream from the parking lot will constitute the major source of 

annual net operating revenues to the County. 

)- That in order for the entire property to work effectively the County will have to 

control all the parking on the site and contract with a professional parking firm to 

operate all of the parking in a coordinated fashion. 

)- That, as is often the case, peak parking loads for major events would be 

accommodated by off-site parking. 

)- That all events requiring off-site parking would have to submit a transit and parking 

operations plan as part of their application to utilize the site. 

• On Site Parking Requirements 

In developing the parking plan, A & M made certain assumptions: 

)- Major events would have a "peak-on-grounds crowd" of 30,000. These major events 

would be the weekends of the annual fair and large festivals - approximately 15 to 20 

days per year. 

)- Approximately 90 % of those attending would arrive by car; for family events we 

would estimate 3.5 persons per car and for other events, 2.5 persons per car. 

)- Assuming 125 parking spaces per acre for paved lots and 110 vehicles for unpaved 

parking, the program requires 40 acres of paved parking to provide the primary 

parking of 5,000 spaces, and 25 acres overflow parking on unpaved areas (6 acres 

would be located on the southern portion of Spartan Field). This combination of 

primary and secondary parking would produce a maximum of 7,750 spaces on site. 

The 5,000 primary parking spaces would constitute the permanent core parking serving 

the various activities on the site. This is a significant increase over the approximately 1,60 
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permanent spaces now provided at the Tully lot. The 5,000 spaces are considered adequate to 

serve the majority of activities with convenient on-site parking. This increase of 3,400 primary 

spaces is considered essential to the effective functioning of the site, and to insure that visitors do 

not overflow onto adjacent residential streets. The parking study will address whether a "sticker 

program" is appropriate to restrict visitors to the Fairgrounds from parking in adjacent 

neighborhoods. 

By providing 7,750 spaces it was estimate that the Fairgrounds could park the entire 

"peak-on-ground crowd" of 30,000 who would arrive at the site by automobile. However, it 

must be recognized that the 2,750 overflow spaces may be reduced over time, as a portion of 

these unbuilt areas of the Fairgrounds are filled-in with other family entertainment uses. The 

weekends of the annual fair and some of the large festivals may require portions of the parking 

area for their activities. For these events off-site parking could be accomplished with a shuttle 

system. Shuttles could be operated from light rail, and special arrangements for public transit to 

the site could be made. All of these special transit and parking arrangements would be required 

to be spelled out in detail in a parking and transit operations plan that would be required as part 

of the application package . 

• Access 

Effective access from driveways off of Umbarger, Monterey and Tully is essential. The 

plan calls for 6 driveways (12 lanes), 6 lanes serving the eastside of the core and 6 serving the 

westside. The capacity to unload the parking lot at the conclusion of an event is particularly 

important. Visitors will begin to arriye in the parking lots up to an hour and a half before a 

major concert or event, but it is critical to have sufficient egress lanes to unload the parking lots 

efficiently within 20 minutes after an event ends. 
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Two new entrances to the property would have to be developed. The main entrance for 

the Performing Arts Center would be on Monterey Highway and the main entrance for the 

Exposition Center would be on Tully. Both of these entrances would be clearly marked with 

reader boards, and be inviting and aesthetically pleasing. A bus/shuttle stop passenger drop off 

area should be incorporated near the main entrance on Tully. 

• Traffic Planing 

One of the major factors in the acknowledged success of the San Jose Arena Traffic and 

Parking Program is that all of the traffic signals at the major intersections around the Arena are 

centrally controlled and managed. The Arena traffic plan detailed 14 different traffic 

management scenarios governing the ingress and egress of the Arena based on crowd size and 

type of event. Similarly the traffic signals on the major streets serving the Fairgrounds are hard 

wired into the central control at the City's office of Streets and Traffic. The City Streets and 

Traffic staff has worked directly on the many special events in the downtown and developed 

special transit and parking arrangements tailored to these events. It is important that the A & M 

Group and County staff draw directly on the experience and expertise of the City Streets and 

Traffic staff and jointly develop the baseline traffic data and information that will form the basis 

of an initial traffic and parking study. 

• Parking Revenue 

Revenue from parking will constitute the largest net annual income to the Fairgrounds. 

This revenue stream should serve as the major source of income to revitalize the Fairgrounds as a 

modern exposition site. It is difficult at this point to estimate the amount of this revenue since it 

will vary directly as a function of how many new visitors are attracted to the site. What we can 

say is that the FMC should control the parking on the site; it should be operated by a 



professional; and that the revenue per car for a clean, convenient, well operated site could vary 

between $5 - $10 per car based on the type of event. The cost of operating the parking should 

not exceed 15% of the gross. Fairgrounds parking revenue will be net revenue from shows that 

are produced at the Performing Arts Center (since parking revenues generated directly from 

shows will most likely be considered as part of the gross revenues of that facility). Based on an 

increase of 1.5 million annual visitors coming to the site for activities not taking place in the 

Center, the net increase in parking revenues should be well in excess of two million dollars 

annually . 

• Capital 

Based on an estimate by Kitchell, the cost to construct 40 acres of asphalt parking and 6 

driveways would be approx. $2.8 million. 
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VL FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

• Estimated Revenues 

Although the value of the subject land is purely speculative, since any non-public uses 

would involve a lengthy entitlement process and possible annexation, clearly, the value of the 

Fairgrounds will vary depending upon the uses that might be considered for the property. In 

today's market, property dedicated to residential development in San Jose has a typical market 

value of $800,000 to $1.1 million per acre. Land for commercial development, including light 

industrial, also is extremely scarce and can demand comparable value. However, values based 

on potential residential development have little or no relevance to the Fairgrounds revitalization 

process in light of the Board's commitment to retain most of the property for public uses. 

Further, City of San Jose development policies do not provide for residential development on the 

acreage the Fairgrounds occupies. 

Values in relation to potential commercial development are pertinent to the revitalization 

effort since the Tully parking lot should be earmarked to help finance improvements on the 

Fairgrounds proper. Revenue would be generated through a long-term ground lease with a 

private developer. If the Tully parking lot were sold in today's market, sales proceeds should be 

between $10 and $14 million. If it were leased for commercial development (e.g., on a fifty-year 

basis with options beyond the firm term), it could reasonably generate between $700,000 to $1 

million per year in net revenue. 
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• Performing Arts Center 

At this point, a probable range of values could be assigned to a privately developed and 

operated Performing Arts Center. The range would depend on a number of factors beyond the 

value of the property that is leased by the developer. These factors include the fact that the 

private investment of $20-$25 million dollars in the property would create new value and 

synergy for the Exposition Center and the fact that parking revenues would be realized directly 

without a significant capital investment by the County. The anticipated arrangement would 

involve a long-term ground lease (40-50 years). The developer would construct a Performing 

Arts Center on this property consisting of a performance stage, sound and video system, 

approximately 10,000 permanent, theater style seats, a bermed lawn area and plaza areas to 

accommodate concession stands and restrooms. Utilizing 20 - 25 acres of the site, the developer 

would also improve an additional 40 acres of surface parking, to be controlled by the 

County/FMC. The ground lease would not be encumbered with any developer debt. The lease 

would provide for a minimum annual rental together with a percentage of the gross revenues 

from the facility. It is anticipated that total annual rents would range from $500,000 to 

$1,000,000 when operations are stabilized. FMC would. retain all revenues from FMC sponsored 

events at the facility. Based on this rental expectation, the 20 - 25 acre site would have a value 

(based on a stabilized rent and an 8% return) of approximately $500,000 to $600,000 per acre, 

plus the value attributable to net revenues realized from parking operations during County 

sponsored events . 

• Parking 

Revenue that is exclusively retained by the CountylFMC from the operation of the 

parking lots for all events, including events in the open-air center that the County/FMC would 
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control, will comprise the largest source of net income. Presently, the Fairgrounds nets $760,000 

per year from parking fees. Based on projected attendance figures for anticipated new events at 

the Fairgrounds and the number of vehicles that will be parked to accommodate patrons, parking 

revenues should increase substantially. Some portion of this revenue may be shared with the 

developer of the Performing Arts Center, depending upon the structure of the agreement relative 

to capital investment. Under any circumstances, net income to the Fairgrounds from the 

projected increase in parking will be significant, and is estimated to be in excess of $2 million 

annually. In order to value the areas of the property utilized for parking and outdoor events 

sponsored by the County, a more specific analysis of parking revenue is needed. 

• Other Operating Revenues 

Projected increases in attendance will not only positively impact parking revenues but 

also increase concession sales and provide additional income from the Fairgrounds' percentage 

of promoter gate receipts. A detailed economic analysis of projected new events is needed to 

provide a relatively accurate estimate of revenue-generating capabilities from these activities. 

However, it is clear that revenues from these sources will be increased substantially over present 

levels. Until this analysis is made, it is not possible to place a value on the portion of the 

property utilized for the Exposition Center. 

Some revenue will be derived from the operation of a community sports and recreation 

complex. However, because this type of activity must be made affordable to patrons and operate 

on small profit margins (perhaps even operate on a non-profit basis), the CountylFMC should 

anticipate that this source of revenue will not be significant. Accordingly, the property dedicated 

to such uses will have nominal value. 
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• Satellite Wagering & Revitalization 

The net annual profit from satellite wagering averages $450,000 annually. Issues related 

to the Board's policies on gambling bear upon the Revitalization Plan, insofar as a decision may 

be made to eliminate satellite wagering operations at the Fairgrounds after the year 2008. 

Preliminarily, the A&M Group recommends that the new Exposition Center be constructed to 

accommodate the satellite wagering operation in order to allow for the demolition of the current 

SATW AG building. The space SATW AG would occupy in the new structure should be 

designed in a way that would allow it to be used for other purposes in the event the Board 

decides to eliminate satellite wagering operations after 2008. 

• Estimated Capital Costs -

Kitchell's cost estimate of $21 million to renovate the property including underground 

infrastructure, is predicated on the following: 

1. Refurbishing the existing configuration of buildings at the Fairgrounds to meet 

ADA requirements and provide new HV AC and electrical systems; 

2. Constructing a new 100,000 square foot multi-purpose building with minimal 

amenities; 

3. Demolishing all existing livestock buildings, and constructing an open-air 

equestrian arena with contiguous bleacher seating and portable livestock stalls; 

4. Repaving all existing parking areas and access roadways, adding improved 

signage, and fixing existing fence lines; 

5. Replacing all underground water, sewer and irrigation systems. 



Importantly, Kitchell has indicated that it would not be prudent for the County to invest 

money in the renovation of most of the Fairgrounds' existing structures given their design 

deficiencies and age. Kitchell did conclude that Fiesta Hall and the grandstand could be 

preserved in a renovated fashion to supplement a single, new and more marketable Exposition 

Center. In that regard, it is important to note that the Kitchell report provides a cost estimate for 

a basic, "low-end" exposition structure similar to that which exists at Cal Expo (Sacramento) for 

livestock and third tier trade shows. A higher end facility i. e. one that could accommodate a 

wide-range of fair, festival, trade show and other public and private gatherings, would be more 

expensive than the $10 million building that is described in Kitchell's report. 

The A&M Group concurs with Kitchell's assessment of the structures at the Fairgrounds 

and recommends a revitalization strategy that would replace most of the existing infrastructure 

and finance new improvements through a combination of private investment, ground leases and 

enhanced operating income. 

Costs associated with constructing and operating the revitalized complex are difficult to 

accurately define at this point. However, a number of assumptions can reasonably be made in 

relation to the overall revitalization effort: 

» The Performing Arts Center will be privately financed and constructed. Operating 

costs for the center can be factored into any revenue-sharing formula that is 

negotiated with the developer. 

» Based on information provided by Kitchell, a 125,000 - 150,000 square foot 

exhibition building, with state-of-the-art amenities, can be constructed for 

approximately $130 per square foot. Accordingly, a $16 - $19 million cost estimate 

can be assigned to this phase of the revitalization effort. Net operating costs would 



approximate current levels for the Fairgrounds, as support requirements would be for 

a comparable amount of square footage. Actual increases in expenditures associated 

with expanded activity would be passed on to the events/promoters. 

~ If the grandstand is retained and renovated, and an equestrian ring with a portable 

stage should be added as necessary amenities, net construction costs to the County are 

estimated at $1.86 million. This cost estimate is based on Kitchell's study. 

~ Renovating Fiesta Hall would involve an estimated $500,000 cost. This estimate is 

based on Kitchell's study. 

~ Construction costs on 40 acres of asphalt parking with access roadways would 

approximate $2.8 million. Costs of construction will be paid primarily by the 

developer of the Performing Arts Center. Any County portion of cost can be financed 

through the lease arrangement. 

~ Costs associated with underground infrastructure improvements (sewer, water and 

irrigation systems), landscaping, fencing, lighting and signage are estimated at $1.6 

million, based on Kitchell's study. These costs will be shared with the developer of 

the Performing Arts Center. Costs for signage would be significantly offset by 

advertisers. 

~ Demolition costs on non-retained structures at the Fairgrounds would approximate 

$2.8 million. 

~ Construction costs of a community sports and recreation center or family 

entertainment/golf facility would be privately financed and facilitated through ground 

leases. 
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Based on the above, it is estimated that the amount the County would be required to 

finance over the phased construction period would be approximately $23-$26 million dollars. 

This cost could be financed through revenue bonds that are supported by revenue from the 

Performing Arts Center, net increases in parking revenue, increased concession revenue, Tully 

parking lot revenues, and advertising income. The minimum revenues required to service the 

revenue bond due should be approximately $2-$3 million annually. Anticipated revenue should 

exceed these amounts. 



VTI.. THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

There are three bodies that play significant roles in the implementation process: the FMC 

Board, the Liaison Committee, and the Santa Clara Board of Supervisors. 

• The FMC Board is responsible for the day to day operations of the Fairgrounds, planning 

and development, and for the preliminary review and evaluation of the proposals. A 

proposal would be submitted to the FMC staff in the form of a letter of intent which 

outlines "a description of the proposed use, statement of benefit, and a proposed time 

line". The FMC staff would review the proposal and evaluate its merit based on the land 

use plan and revitalization strategy. The FMC Board would review the proposed project 

and forward it to the Liaison Committee with a recommendation. 

• The Liaison Committee consisting of a member( s) of the Board of Supervisors, a member 

of the FMC Board, a representative of the County Executive's Office and the CEO of 

FMC serves as a link between the Board and FMC. The lease between the County and 

FMC requires that all the ground leases be directly between the developer and the 

County. Consequently, the County Board and the FMC through the Liaison Committee 

will jointly oversee development efforts at the Fairgrounds. The Liaison Committee will 

be primarily concerned with projects that are deemed to have significant impact under 

CEQA; involve negotiations with or approval by other public agencies; or extend beyond 

the 5 year term of the lease with FMC 
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• The Board of Supervisors is the final authority and may modify, approve, or deny use and 

lease conditions.. Negotiations of lease terms and conditions for major projects will be 

coordinated with the Board through the Liaison Committee. 

Clear roles and responsibilities are recommended in the process to implement the 

Revitalization Plan. The Liaison Committee would assume lead responsibility for negotiating a 

letter of intent with the developer of the Performing Arts Center. The A & M Group, as lead for 

the negotiating team would report on a regularly scheduled basis to County Administration and 

the Liaison Committee to ensure accountability over this process. The Liaison Committee would 

be responsible for keeping the full Board of Supervisors abreast of the status of negotiations 

through closed executive sessions. As the negotiation process proceeds, independent financial 

analyses would be contracted to test the economic viability of the development proposal. 

Contracted assistance also eventually would be needed to conduct the EIR and provide planning 

assistance. The proposal will be submitted to the Board and if the Board finds either the 

economics of the proposed development or the EIR associated with it to be unacceptable, the 

deal would not be consummated. 

Some work related to the Revitalization Plan could occur concurrently. While priority 

would initially be given to the Performing Arts Center and parking plan, solicitations on 

development for the Tully parking lot could commence in advance of finalizing an agreement on 

the Performing Arts Center. A relocation plan for the "Rollin'Ice" operation (presumably to the 

community recreation and sports complex) also could begin early in the implementation cycle to 

facilitate the demolition of the existing Exposition Hall. An iterative planning and analysis 

process would be needed on the new Exposition Center before the Board would be asked to 

approve a final design and mechanisms for financing construction of the center. 



If the revitalization strategy is approved for implementation, FMC management and The 

A & M Group will need to prepare a detailed transition plan for the Fairground. The timing of 

development activity is important to minimize disruptions to the Fairgrounds and the annual Fair. 

However, it will not be possible to prepare the required transition plan until we are clear on when 

various steps in the revitalization strategy can be accomplished . 

• CEQA 

Any project proposal at the Fairgrounds will be subject to CEQA requirements as 

determined by the County Environmental Compliance staff and the County Counsel. The project 

will consist of the following major elements: The Exposition Center; the Performing Arts Center; 

the regional recreation facilities; the parking and access and the reuse of the existing Tully 

parking lot. 

• County/City Cooperation 

Since the Fairgrounds is an unincorporated holding located within the City of San Jose, 

the County will engage the City in discussions regarding any major land use proposals on the 

site. The Fairgrounds has operated for over 50 years as a public assembly space with a variety of 

historical uses similar to those of other Fairgrounds throughout the State. With proposals that 

fall within this category of historical uses, the County will serve as lead agency to perform the 

necessary CEQA review for intensification of uses that are judged to have "significant impacts". 

In regard to any "new uses" - those that are not historical in nature and would involve a change in 

zoning or annexation to the City, the City would function as lead agency in the CEQA review. It 

is the stated intent of FMC to maintain a close and cooperative working relationship with the 

City in executing the revitalization strategy. 



vm. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Adoption of the Revitalization Plan - FMC will review and recommend the 

Revitalization Plan to the Board for adoption. 

2. Adoption of the implementation process - The County administration should review 

and the Board approve the implementation process. 

3. The Board should authorize the A & M Group with the support from the FMC, 

County Executive and County Counsel to negotiate a formal letter of intent with a 

private developer/operator for the Performing Arts Center. 

4. CountylFMC select an outside consultant to conduct an independent 

market/feasibility study for Performing Arts Center and the Exposition Center. 

5. County/FMC undertake an initial study on a parking and traffic plan. 
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AppendixB 

THE CONCEPTUAL LAND USE PLAN 

The A & M Group believes the attached conceptual land use Plan is a very workable 

concept that emphasizes the following: 

• A state of the art Exposition Center with adjacent multi-purpose outdoor areas 

• A renovated grandstand that seats 6,000, and an activity area that can be used for 

equestrian events. 

• A much improved venue for the annual Fair and festivals and cultural.events. 

• The proposed Performing Arts Center. 

• Abundant parking 

• Excellent ingress and egress with two readily identifiable entrances; the entrance for 

the Performing Arts Center off of Monterey Road and for the Exposition Center off 

Tully. 

• The retention of the family park area. 

• Development of 6 (could expand to 14) acres for regional sports/entertainment/family 

facilities. 

• The designated location of the various uses where they will have minimum impact on 

the adjacent school and residential neighborhoods. 
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March 6, 1998 

Mr. Art Troyer 
Project Manager 
Santa Clara County Fairgrounds 
344 Tully Road 
San Jose, CA 95111 

RE: SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
PROJECT NUMBER: 63SA3 
FINAL REPORT - FACll.JTY CONDITIONS STUDY 

Dear Art: 

Kitchell is pleased to submit our final report of the Facility Condition Study conducted for the Santa 
Clara County Fairgrounds. The information presented in this final report is based on site surveys 
conducted by Kitchell's engineering staff in January 1998, a review of numerous drawings, and your 
comments on the draft report received on February 20th. The report presents our assessment of the 
condition of the buildings, grounds and infrastructure together with recommendations and associated 
costs for renovation and/or replacement. 

We have enclosed two bound copies and one unbound copy of this report for your review and 
distribution to other interested agencies. I will contact you in the near future to see if there is 
anything further you need with regard to this report and set up a time when you anticipate the final 
presentation to your board. 

In this final report, we have included photographs of each of the buildings and areas of critical 
concern to support our findings. At your request, we have also addresse:l the concern with regard to 
the masonry facade at the Grandstand and have added a cost for its demolition. If you need any 
additional information to develop your presentation to the board, please do not hesitate to call. 

We thank you for the opportunity to serve you, and hope we can work together in the future. 

cc: 
Dave Thorman, Kitchell 
File: 635A3-10 

Kitchell CEM 
501 "J" Street Suite 630 Sacramento, California 95814-2336 

Fax (916) 442-61 O~ Phone (916) 442-3779 Q:\WP\REP\SCF\2\LETTER.WPD 
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Santa Qara County Fairgrounds Facility Condition Study 

This report presents the findings of an evaluation of the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds together with 
an order of magnitude cost to either renovate or replace selected systems and facilities. This report, 
prepared at the request of the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Management Corp (SCCFMC) describes 
the existing conditions, proposed improvements and estimated costs to upgrade and! or replace existing 
site improvements, infrastructure, buildings and building systems. Review comments on the draft 
report were received and these have been incorporated into this report. 

On January 14 and 15, 1998, a team of architects and engineers from Kitchell conducted an inspection 
of the entire fairgrounds site to gather information for this report. An inspection of the site 
improvements and infrastructure by a civil engineer was conducted to assess the perimeter fencing and 
gates, asphalt pavement on roads and parking lots, sitewide landscaping/irrigation system, and to the 
extent possible, the layout of the domestic water and sanitary sewer system. An inspection of the 
Exhibition Halls, Administration Building, livestock buildings, horse barns, horse arena and other 
miscellaneous buildings throughout the fairgrounds was conducted by an architect, mechanical and 
electrical engineers. Their inspection focused on assessing existing conditions and requirements to 
upgrade the various buildings to add air conditioning systems, upgrade the electrical and data syste~ 
servicing these buildings and modifying the building for conformance to ADA requirements. Other 
building deficiencies noted during our inspection are also addressed. 

Section 1 of this report describes the existing conditions, proposed improvements and costs associated 
with the site improvements and infrastructure. Section 2 presents similar findings for the 
Administration Buildings, Exhibition Halls and livestock area. Presented below is a summary of the 
costs for the various project components. Detailed costs estimates can be found at the end of Sections 
1 and 2. 

The costs shown account for Architect/Engineer (AlE) design fees, contingency for a conceptual level 
design and estimate, Contractor markup for General Conditions, Overhead/Profit and InsurancelBonds. 
Markup percentages are appropriate for the work as described to be designed by an AlE firm, 
competitively bid and constructed by a General Contractor. 

ITEM ESTIMATED COSTS, $ 
0 Site ImprovementslInrrastructure $3,478,250 
0 Building Improvements 

Administration Building $112,773 

Exposition Hall $1,374,949 

Gateway Hall $679,222 

Satellite Wagering $302,481 

Turf Club $48,042 

Campbell Pavilion $1,252,103 

Fiesta Hall $499,042 

Grandstand $1,188,558 
0 Building Replacement 

Horse Barns and Arena $2,145,672 

Livestock Building $10,339,104 

10 Total Estimated Costs I $21,420,1961 

Kitchell March 6, 1998 
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Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Facility Condition Study 

This report is an assessment of the condition of existing facilities and concentrates on deficiencies in 
existing infrastructure and buildings. With the exception of our recommendation to completely rebuild 
the wholly deficient livestock exhibits, the report concentrates on renovation of the existing facilities. 

It should be noted, however, that there are much broader issues involved in the overall planning of the 
fairgrounds - issues which are more difficult to overcome. These issues of functional obsolescence 
should be considered prior to investing any monies into the improvements listed herein. 

The early growth of the fairgrounds seems to have been planned, and there is at least some evidence of 
master planning the layout of the ground's expansion in the early years. More recent growth appears 
to have been random, without proper concern for a unified identity. 

The unfortunate central location of the grandstand and track has most certainly been a hindrance as the 
fairgrounds have grown. It has effectively split the grounds in two. We would imagine that many 
Santa Clara County Fair attendees generally do not make the trek to the distant livestock exhibits. 
Generally, grandstand facilities are located at the edge of the grounds. This provides separate access 
for year-round events, logistics and people movements are simplified, and security is enhanced. 
Consideration should be given to demolishing the existing grandstand facility and reconstruction in a 
better location. We estimate it would cost $437,000 to demolish the grandstand structure. 

The County should also consider the appropriateness of investment in the identified improvements for 
several of the exhibit buildings. While the improvements will make the buildings ADA compliant, in 
better repair, and even more up-to-date, they will not cure functional obsolescence. The Fairgrounds is 
competing with more modem, spacious and flexible facilities for conventions and trade shows. 
Gateway has no height, and Fiesta Hall is too small by today's standards for exhibit space. Campbell 
Pavilion's "L" shaped interior exhibit space is awkward to program events into, and its exterior exhibit 
space is not functionally usable and is unsightly in its current condition. The exposition hall is ancient 
by any exhibit hall standards, and no matter how much money is spent, it will still be unsuitable for 
modem exhibit, trade and teleconferencing activities. 

These shortcomings render the buildings difficult to market for upper-end trade shows, conventions and 
exhibitions. Hence, potential revenues for these events are being lost to more modem facilities. No 
reasonable investment into these buildings will make them significantly more marketable. 
Consideration should be given to demolishing the buildings and constructing flexible facilities which 
have potential for attracting conventions and high-end exhibits to generate revenues year-round. 

The costs that we have shown for the replacement of the livestock buildings is for a mUltipurpose 
building that could be used for livestOCk, trade shows, conventions and even teleconferencing. The 
building we are envisioning would be large enough that it could replace Exposition Hall, Fiesta Hall 
and the Campbell Pavilion, and therefore the need to upgrade those facilities would be reduced or 
eliminated. 

We would suggest that some preliminary "what if" scenarios and master planning be conducted to 
establish a short-term mission and long-term vision of the facility. 

Kitchell March 6, 1998 
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Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Facllity Condition Study 
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1. 

1.1 Roadways and Parking Areas 

1.1.1 A significant portion of the fairgrounds site is presently surfaced with either 
asphalt or concrete for pedestrian, vehicle and activities use. Typical of most 
fairground sites, hard surfacing of high use areas is required to provide a clean 
and dry space for tents, concession stands and other portable facilities associated 
with such activities. 

1.1.2 In general, the asphalt on the north half of the site in the vicinity of the main 
entrance (off Tully Road) and Exhibit Halls is in marginal to acceptable condition. 
Other than damaged areas and low areas that tend to pond water, the asphalt is in 

relatively good condition and in selected need of replacement. The roadways and 
other paved surfaced areas servicing the Horse Exhibits, Sheep-Swine Exhibits 
and Horse Arena south of the racetrack show substantial deterioration and need of 
total replacement. It is recommended that roadways requiring resurfacing be 
cleaned and resurfaced with up to 2" of new asphaltic concrete. An asphalt 
impregnated filter fabric such as Petro mat is recommended to be placed between 
the existing and new asphalt to bridge over minor cracks in the asphalt. 

1.1.3 The large parking area located just south of the fairgrounds entrance off the 
Monterey Highway is currently graveled. It is recommended that this parking lot 
be resurfaced with approximately 2" of new asphaltic concrete. In addition, the 
large parking lot east of the entrance off of Tully Road and north of the 
Warehouse is in need of leveling and resurfacing with 2" of new asphalt. 
Damaged asphalt in traffic areas subject to heavy truck loads should be resurfaced 
with up to 3" of asphalt. 

1.2 Landscape and Irrigation Systems 

1.2.1 Existing landscaping located throughout the main fairgrounds area north of the 
racetrack consists primarily of small, noncontiguous areas covered with a 
combination of grass, shrubs and/or trees. The condition of the landscaping 
varies depending on the amount of pedestrian traffic that occurs, effectiveness of 
the irrigation system and exposure to the sun. 

1.2.2 The landscaped areas are irrigated via a sprinkler system that is connected to the 
site water distribution system. Irrigation lines ranging in size from 1" to 4" have 
been installed under roadways, walkways and other surfaced areas throughout the 
site to irrigate the multitude of small isolated landscaped areas and trees. 
Maintenance staff reported that numerous line breaks and leaks have occurred in 
the recent past suggesting that total replacement of the irrigation system is 
warranted. Replacement of the sprinkler irrigation will, however, result in 
significant damage to the existing landscaping. Because of the aesthetic value 
from these aged shrubs and trees, every effort should be made during the design 
and construction of the improvements to minimize the damage to the existing 
landscaping. 
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1.2.3 Costs have been developed to replace the irrigation system and associated 
landscaping in areas currently landscaped. In addition, open spaces located 
throughout the fairgrounds site have been identified for improvement via the 
installation of landscaping and irrigation system. The focus of replacing existing 
and install ing new landscaping has been in the area north of the racetrack and 
carnival area west of the grandstands. 

1.3 Water Distribution System 

1.3.1 The water distribution system currently servicing the site consists of a primary 8-
inch water main looped around the fairgrounds site north of the racetrack. This 
primary loop provides as the main water supply to individual buildings, restroom 
facilities, fire hydrants and the site irrigation system. The system as constructed 
and utilized is typical for a facility such as the fairgrounds with 1 n to 4" laterals 
tapped from the main loop and routed to the service locations. Based on a review 
of the utility drawings, the area south of the racetrack in the vicinity of the 
livestock barns is serviced by water mains extended from the primary loop. It is 
unclear if a street connection into a water main along Umbarger Road has been 
installed to enhance water pressure in this area. 

1.3.2 Maintenance staff reported that because the water distribution system is 
approximately 50 years old, numerous breaks and leaks in the water lines have 
occurred in the recent past. Attempts have been made to repair ,the system as 
problems occur, however, due to the age of the system, total replacement is 
recommended. 

1.3.3 In estimating the costs to replace the water system, it was assumed that the 
existing water mains and laterals to existing service locations would be abandoned 
in place. This existing piping would only be removed if a structural hazard would 
result or if the piping interfered with a new utility installation. Costs have been 
estimated assuming an entirely new water distribution system complete with 
laterals to all service locations, new fire hydrants and appropriately located system 
isolation valves. Water piping smaller than 4" is r~mmended to be Schedule 
80, PVC pressure pipe while piping 4" through 12" shall be PVC pressure pipe 
conforming to A WW A C900, Class 200. Connection fittings would be provided 
as required to service the new landscape irrigation system. 

1.4 Sanitary Sewer System 

1.4.1 The sanitary sewer system that services the fairgrounds site consists primarily of 
6-inch and 8-inch vitrified clay pipe (yCP) mains. Service laterals to each 
building are typically 4-inch VCP. Concrete manholes have been installed where 
building service laterals connect to the sewer mains and at junction and turning 
points within the sitewide collection system. 

1.4.2 Similar to the water distribution system, the sanitary sewer system is 
approximately 50 years old and in need of total replacement. Maintenance staff 
reported that portions of the collection system have severely corroded allowing 
untreated wastewater to contaminate surrounding soils. In addition, building 
settlement and seismic activity over the life of the system has likely caused the 
highly brittle VCP pipe to crack at building and manhole connections resulting in 
additional points of wastewater leakage. 
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1.4.3 Due to the age of the systems and current problems, it is recommended that the 
entire wastewater collection system be redesigned and replaced. The new sanitary 
sewer system would include new collector mains, laterals to all service locations 
and manholes. The cost estimate is based on installing 8-inch through 12-inch 
collector mains with minimum 4-inch laterals to all service location. All sewer 
pipe is recommended to be rubber gasket joint PVC having a standard dimension 
ratio not to exceed 35. Manholes would be precast type conforming to ASTM 
C478, 48-inch to 72-inch in diameter utilizing Type V cement and cast iron frame 
and covers. Unless the existing sanitary sewer pipe causes a problem now or in 
the future, no costs have been budgeted for removal assuming that the piping will 
be abandoned in place 

1.5 Site Fencing and Gates 

1.5.1 The existing site perimeter fencing consists primarily of 6 feet high diamond mesh 
(cyclone) fence with 3-strand barbed wire. Interior fencing installed to 
separate/partition off designated use areas of the fairgrounds consists of 6 feet to 8 
feet cyclone fence with and without a barbed wire topping. Gates range in size and 
type from 8 feet to 20 feet wide, either single or double leaf swing or slider type. 
All gates are manually operated and constructed with cyclone fabric and pipe 
framing material. 

1.5.2 The condition of the fencing and gates varies from poor to acceptable depending 
on the location. Problems with the existing fence include: missing, sagging or 
broken barbed wire; broken/bent barbed wire support arms; terminal and! or line 
posts that are bent or out of plumb; and fence fabric that is either rusted, stretched 
or tom. In general, most if not all the perimeter and interior gates are in need of 
replacement because of similar conditions identified for the fencing. Exceptions 
include gates in the vicinity of the Administration Building and main entrances 
from Tully Road and Umbarger Road. 

1.5.3 The majority of the perimeter and interior fencing and gates will require some 
degree of repair and! or replacement. The cost estimate assumes that of the 
estimated 12,000 feet of perimeter fence, approximately 6,000 feet (fence & 
barbed wire) will require total replacement. It is assumed that the remaining 
6,000 feet is salvageable requiring only replacement of the 3-strand barbed wire 
topping. Costs have also been included to replace approximately 20 gates. 

1.6 Site Lighting Replacement and Installation 

1.6.1 Site lighting north of the grandstands in the vicinity of the Exhibition Halls 
consists of outdoor weatherproof fixtures mounted on light poles of various 
heights. Some of the fixtures are roadway type luminaries while others are cobra 
head type mounted on extension arms. It is assumed that the sight lighting was 
constructed at different times under different construction contracts due to the 
inconsistency in fixwre and pole types. Sight lighting south of the grandstands in 
the vicinity of the livestock bams consists of outdoor type fixtures mounted on 
utility poles. It appears the site lighting in this area is provided primarily to 
illuminate the roadways. ' . 
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1.6.2 Because the site assessment was performed during the day, it is not known if the 
existing fixture type and layout provides adequate lighting. Based on the spacing 
of the fixtures, it appears that a minimum amount of lighting would be provided 
for safety purposes. It is recommended, however, that the sight lighting be 
upgraded to attract visitors to certain areas and buildings. Existing fixtures should 
be replaced with newer, more efficient units in addition to installing more fixtures 
at selected locations throughout the fairgrounds. The electrical system would also 
need to be upgraded to service the additional fixtures. 

1.6.3 Costs have been estimated to upgrade 20 existing fixtures, install up to 50 new 
light fixtures and upgrade the electrical system to service the new fixtures. It is 
recommended that additional sight lighting be installed throughout the fairgrounds 
in areas north and south of the grandstands. It is recommended that walkway type 
fixtures be installed as replacements to existing fixtures as well ~s the new 
fixtures. These fixtures are recommended due to their appearance and 
performance in this type of application. 

1.7 Signage 

1.7.1 The existing fairground sign uses individual plastic letters installed on the sign 
board manual by maintenance staff. This system is antiquated, based on new 
technology. The sign needs to be removed and replaced with two new "state of the 
art" electronic reader board type signs. The sign at the front entrance on Tully 
Road would be 16'-0" long by 8'-0" high, and the one on Monterey Road would 
be 16'-0" long by 4'-0" high. The signs will be provided with controls, necessary 
power and signal conductors in underground conduits. The controls will be placed 
in a location in the Administration Building to be determined by the owner. 

1.8 Pedestrian Overcrossing 

1.8.1 The main parking lot lies south of the fairgrounds across Tully Road. In order for 
visitors to access the fairgrounds, it is necessary to cross a heavily trafficked 
thoroughfare. Therefore, it is recommended that a pedestrian bridge passing over 
Tully Road be constructed. 

1.8.2 The bridge should extend from the intersection of Tully Road and South Seventh 
Street to Parking Lot "'C"'. The bridge would extend 300 feet, with supports every 
100 feet and allow a minimum vehicle clearance of 15 feet. The bridge could be 
constructed out of precast concrete or be designed with steel trusses. 
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1.9 Photographs of the Site 
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1.9 Photographs of the Site, continued 
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1.9 Photographs of the Site, continued 
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1.9 Photographs of the Site, continued 
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1.9 Photographs of the Site, continued 
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1.9 Photographs of the Site, continued 
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1.9 Photographs of the Site, continued 
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1.10 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA ClARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 1 - SITEICNll CONDmONS ASSESSMENT 

COST ESTIMATE 
8-Feb-9a 

Work Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

1.1 Asphalt Paving 

A. 1-112" AC Overlay 36,000 sq. yard $ 3.25 $ 117,000 Includes Petromat Fiber between new 
B. 3" AC Overlay 13,750 sq. yard $ 5.75 $ 79,063 and existing J)Clvement. 
C. 6'" Aggregate Base 3,500 sq.yard $ 5.00 $ 17,500 Place over existing rocked roadways. 
D. Site Prep/Repair 53,250 sq.yard $ 200 $ 106,500 

Subtotal AC Paving $ 320,063 

1.2 landscaping 

A. Installation of new irrig. 185,000 sq.ft $ 1.25 $ 231,250 
piping, sprinklers, complete 
with landscaping ( sod 
and ground covers) 

B. Irrigation Control System 1 ea. $ 30,000 $ 30,000 Assume 42-Station Controller with 
C. Trees 100 ea. $ 300.00 $ 30,000 100 Control Valves 
D. Shrubs 200 ea. $ 25.00 $ 5,000 

Subtotal landscaping $ 296,250 

1.3 Water Distribution Piping 

A. 1" Piping/Valves 1200 feet $ 14.50 $ 17,400 Unit cost includes excavation, bedding 
B. 2" Piping/Valves 2000 feet $" 16.50 $ 33,000 backfill, compaction, isolation valves 
C. 3" PipingNalves 1850 feet $ 19.50 $ 36,075 and replacement of surfacing material 
D. 4" PipingNalves 120 feet $ 26.25 $ 3,150 (concrete or AC). 
E. 6'" PipingNalves 3,840 feet $ 30.25 $ 116,160 
F. 8" PipingNalves 9,150 feet $ 33.25 $ 304,238 
G. Fire Hydrant Assemblies 38 ea. $ 1,850 $ 70,300 

Subtotal Water System $ 580,323 

1.4 Sanitary Sewer System 

A.4" Piping 700 feet $ 16.00 $ 11,200 Unit cost includes excavation, bedding 
B. 6" Piping 1,850 feet $ 18.50 $ 34,225 backfill, compaction and replacement 
C.8" Piping 2,100 feet $ 23.00 $ 48,300 of surfacing material (concrete or AC) 
D. 10" Piping 1,600 feet $ 27.00 $ 43,200 
E. 1 Z' Piping 2,400 feet $ 31.50 $ 75,600 
F. Manholes 40 ea. $ 1,850 $ 74,000 

Subtotal Sanitary Sewer $ 286,525 

1.5 Fencing & Gates 

A. Gate, 16' Obi Leaf, Swing 8 ea. $ 1,440.00 $ 11,520 Replace entire gate! end posts OK 
B. Gate, 20' Obi Leaf, Swing 8 ea. $ 1,800.00 $ 14,400 
C. Gate, 3Z Obi Leaf, Swing 1 ea. $ 2,880.00 $ 2,880 
D. Gate, 20' Obi Leaf, Slider 1 ea. $ 2, 160.00 $ 2,160 
E. Gate,4O' Obi Leaf, Slider 1 ea. $ 4,320.00 $ 4,320 

F. Restring 3-Strand Barbed 6,000 feet $ 256 $ 15,360 
Wire on Existing Fence 
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1.10 Estimate of Costs, continued 

SANTA ClARA COUNTY fAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 1 - SITEICML CONDmONS ASSESSMENT 

COST ESTIMATE 
8..feb-98 

Work Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

G. New Er Cyclone Perimeter 6,000 feet $ 16.75 $ 100,500 Assume 50% of perimeter fence is 
Fence wi 3-Strand Barbed salvageable. 
wire at top. 

H. Misc. Interior Er Cyclone 2,500 feet $. 14.42 $ 36,050 
Fence w/o Barbed Wire 
at top. 

Subtotal Fences/Gates $ 187,190 

1.6. Site Lighting 

A. Site Lighting - North Area 1 ea. Lump sum $ 35,000 Costs include light flxturesl~les, 
B. Sight Lighting - South Area 1 ea. Lump sum $ 100,000 electrical service, conduit, wire and 

trenching. 
Subtotal Sight Lighting $ 135,000 

1.7 Signage 

A. Remove Existing Sign 1 ea. Lump sum $ 1,500 
B. Provide electronic reader 2 ea. $ 60,000 $ 120,000 

board w/controls, power 
and signal conductor 

Subtotal Signage $ 121,500 

1.8 Pedestrian Overcrossing 

A. Provide one pedestrian 1 ea. Lump sum $ 350,000 Concrete span over Tully Road 
overcrossing approx. connecting parking lot to fairgrounds 

300 ft. long x 18 ft. high. . entrance. 

Subtotal Pedestrian Xing $ 350,000 

Subtotal Project Costs $ 2,276,850 

AlE Design Fee 10% $ 227,685 
Design/Est. Contingency 20% $ 455,370 
General Conditions 10% $ 227,685 
Overhead/Profrt 8% $ 182,148 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $ 45,537 
Escalation 3% $ 62,975 Assume approx. 3% per year for 1 year 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $ 3,478,250 
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2. 

2.1 Administration Building 
2.1.1 Architectural 

A. The overall condition of Administration building is good. 
B. The building is comprised of the following areas: 

(1) Lobby/reception space. 
(2) Office space 
(3) Restrooms 

2.1.2 Code Compliance 
A. A designated handicapped parking space needs to be identified and striped. 

The existing curb ramp is non-compliant and will have to be rebuilt. 
B. The walk at the entrance slopes away from the building too steeply. The 

walk will have to be reworked to make the entrances accessible to the 
physically handicapped. Handrails may be required. 

C. Due to insurmountable accessibility clearance problems, the restrooms will 
have to be completely renovated. It is likely that they will need to be 
enlarged. 

2.1.3 Building Observations 
A. Flooring 

(1) Lobby/reception space - The floors are carpeted and in good condition. 
(2) Office space - The floors are carpeted and in good condition. 

B. Walls 
(1) Lobby/reception space - The walls are painted gypsum wallboard and 

are in good condition. 
(2) Office space - The walls are either painted gypsum wallboard or 

paneled and are in good condition. 
C. Ceilings 

(1) Lobby/reception space - The ceilings in this space are vaulted and in 
good condition. 

(2) Office space - The ceilings are in good condition. 
D. Doors 

(1) Entrance doors and frames are aluminum storefront and in good 
condition. 

(2) Doors with automatic closers will need to be checked for compliance 
with ADA opening force standards. 

(3) Door latches throughout must be replaced with ADA-compliant 
hardware. 

E. Windows - Windows are aluminum framed with single-pane glazing. They 
are in good condition. 

F. Fire Protection - The building is not sprinklered. 
G. Exterior - Exterior wall construction is stucco over wood frame and in 

relatively good condition. 
H. Roof - The roof consists of medium cedar shakes over wood framing. 

Though no leaks were observed, the roof is approaching the end of its useful 
life and should be replaced 
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Kitchell 

2.1.4 Mechanical and Plumbing Systems 
A. HV AC Systems - There were no air conditioning systems in this building. 

Heating was provided by two warm-air furnaces located in mechanical 
equipment rooms and ducted to each space. The system looked well 
maintained and is in good working order. It is suggested that a combined 
heating and air conditioning system be provided for this building. 

B. Sprinklers - This building was not sprinkIered. This type of construction and 
size of building does not require sprinklers by code. 

C. Plumbing - A male and female restroom is located in this building. An 
executive bathroom also exists in this building. It had one lavatory, one 
water closet, and a shower stall. All the fixtures were vitreous china. In the 
male bathroom, there was one lavatory, one wall-mounted urinal, and one 
water closet. In the female bathroom, there was one lavatory and two water 
closets. None of these restrooms comply with ADA requirements. Although 
all the fixtures were old, they are still serviceable. The drinking fountain 
located in the corridor is not AD A compliant. 

2.1.5 Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Electrical Service - Power for this building is provided by two panels located 

inside the building. Panels A and B are each rated at 120/208 V, 3 phase, 4 
wire, 225 amps without main breakers. These panels provide adequate 
power for this building. The panels were in good condition and adequately 
sized for the loads served. 

B. Lighting - Lighting was provided by fluorescent fixtures throughout most of 
the building. There were no exit light fixtures but there were non-illuminated 
exit signs. The light fixtures were in good condition. F40 fluorescent lamps 
were still in use along with electromagnetic ballasts. These should be 
replaced with F32T8 lamps and electronic ballasts for energy savings. 

C. Receptacles. - Receptacles were present in sufficient quantities throughout the 
building and were in good condition. 

D. Signal and Communications Systems - This buil iing did not have a fire alarm 
system. 
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2.1.6 Photographs of the Building 
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2.1.1 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS' 
SECTION 2 • ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 

COST ESTIMATE 
l-Mar-98 

Work Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

A. Administration Building 
1. ADA Code Compliance 

a. Parking 
1.) Provide designated H. C 1 LS $1,000 $1,000 

parking stall with required 
H.C. striping and signage. 

b. Walkways 
1.) Rebuild the entrance walkway 1 LS $5,000 $5,000 

to provide H. C. accessibility. 
Handrails may be required. 

c. Restrooms 
1.) Completely Renovate the 2 EA $11,000 $22,000 

Restrooms. 
Subtotal $28,000 

2. Observed Building Deficiencies 
a. Doors 

1.) Replace the door latches at 30 EA. $350 $10,500 
the offices and restrooms 
w/ADA compliant hardware. 

b. Roof 
1.) Replace the medium cedar 7,352 SF $4 $29,408 

shake roof. 
Subtotal $39,908 

3. Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Replace lamps/Ballasts 

1. New F32T8 Lamps 200 EA $5 ~ 1,000 
2. New Electronic Ballasts 80 EA $60 $4,800 

Subtotal $5,800 

B. Subtotal Project Costs $73,708 
AlE Design Fee 10% $7,371 
Design/Est. Contingency 20% $14,742 
General Conditions 10% $7,371 
Overhead/Profit 8% $5,897 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $1,474 
Escalation 3% $2,211 Assume 3% per year for 1 year 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $112,n3 
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2.2 Exposition HaIl 
2.2.1 Architectural 

A. The overall condition of Exposition Hall is fair. 
B. The building is comprised of the following areas: 

(1) A large central exhibition hall. 
(2) Office/exhibition space at the front of the building. This space 

currently houses the offices and retail for the roller hockey tenant. 
(3) Other smaller exhibition rooms along the side of the main exhibition 

hall. 
(4) Restrooms for each sex at both the front and rear of the building. 
(5) Snack bars and a full kitchen. 

2.2.2 Code Compliance 
A. Restrooms require upgrading to meet ADA requirements. 

(1) All restrooms require one lavatory properly fitted for use by the 
physically handicapped, including proper lavatory and mirror mounting 
height, hardware and pipe protection. 

(2) All restrooms require at least one paper towel dispenser be relocated to 
an accessible height. 

(3) At the front pair of restrooms, an accessible water closet stall has been 
created through combining two stalls into one. The water closet fixture 
must be replaced with one that is at an ADA -compliant height. The 
toilet paper dispensers must be relocated to below the grab bars. 

(4) The rear pair of restrooms require a similar retrofit of the water closets 
for accessibility compliance. 

(5) An ADA-compliant urinal is required in both mens' restrooms. 
(6) All restrooms require the modification of screening partitions at the 

entrance doors. The existing partitions interfere with accessibility 
clearance requirements. 

(7) The addition of ADA compliant signage is required. 
B. Electric water coolers must be replaced with fixtures meeting ADA 

requirements. 
C. Public pay phones must be replaced with equipment meeting ADA 

requirements. 
D. The snack bars and kitchen require the addition of dedicated hand washing 

sinks. The dish sink in the kitchen has only two compartments and must be 
replaced with a three-compartment sink. 

2.2.3 Building Observations 
A. Flooring 

(1) Exhibition.spaces - The flooring in these spaces consists.of sealed 
concrete. The floors are in relatively good condition. 

(2) Restrooms - The restroom flooring appears to be the ceramic tile placed 
in the building's original construction. There are places where the tile 
is broken or missing. The damage is not extensive; however, the tile is 
worn and will be difficult to match. Replacement of the tile is 
recommended. 

(3) Snack bars and kitchen - The flooring is pigmented concrete sealer. 
The sealer here is pealing badly. The floors must be patched, sanded 
and resealed. 
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B. Walls 
(1) Exhibition spaces 

(a) The majority of the walls throughout these spaces are painted brick: 
and unit masonry. At a minimum, the walls require repainting. 

(b) With the addition of air conditioning, Title 24 energy requirements 
may dictate the need for furring and insulation at the exterior walls. 

(2) Restrooms - The restrooms' walls have a ceramic tile wainscot. There 
are places where the tile is broken or missing, particularly where one 
water closet was removed to create one accessible stall. The damage is 
not extensive; however, the tile is worn and will be difficult to match. 
Replacement of the tile is recommended. 

(3) Snack bars and kitchen - The walls require repainting. 
C. Ceilings 

(1) Exhibition spaces - There is no ceiling in the main hall. The roof 
structure is exposed and painted. 

(2) Restrooms - Painting of the ceiling is required. 
(3) Snack bars and kitchen - The suspended gypsum wallboard ceilings 

have several large holes that must be repaired. Repainting is required 
throughout. 

D. Doors 
(1) Doors and frames are in good condition. 
(2) Doors with automatic closers will need to be checked for compliance 

with ADA opening force standards. 
(3) Door latches must be replaced with ADA-compliant hardware. 

E. Windows - Energy calculations will have to ~e done to determine if window 
replacement is required for energy compliance. 

F. Fire Protection - The building is sprinklered. 
G. Exterior 

(1) The exterior of the building is in relatively good condition. 
(2) Exterior wall construction is brick and unit masonry. No wall 

insulation exists. It is likely that, when air conditioning is- added, the 
walls will need to be insulated per Title 24 requirements. Energy 
calculations must be performed to determine if this is necessary. 

H. Roof 
(1) 

(2) 

The building was reported to have been re-roofed three years ago. No 
roofing problems were observed. 
No roof insulation exists. It is likely that, when air conditioning is 
added, the roof will need to be insulated per Title 24 requirements. 
Energy calculations will have to be performed to determine if this is 
necessary 

2.2.4 Mechanical and Plumbing Systems 
A. HV AC Systems .:. There were no air conditioning systems in this building. 

Heating was provided by individual gas heaters suspended from the roof. 
The'system looked well maintained and is in good working order. It is 
suggested that a combined heating and air conditioning system be provided 
for this building. This would enable the building to be used for a wider array 
of activities and provide a more comfottable environment for exhibitors and 
participants during events. 
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B. Sprinklers - This building was fully sprinklered. The sprinklers faced 
upwards into the space between the roof and roof beams. It appeared that the 
quantity of sprinkler heads was adequate. If this building is air conditioned, 
then roof insulation would have to be added between the roof beams. To 
accomplish this, the sprinkler heads would have to be adjusted and face 
downwards. , 

C. Plumbing - Two male and two female restrooms are located in this building. 
All the fixtures were vitreous china. In the male bathrooms, there were four 
lavatories, five wall-mounted urinals, and four water closets. In the female 
bathrooms, there were four lavatories and six water closets. Although one of 
the water closets in each of the bathrooms has been modified to provide 
handicap accessibility, neither of these restrooms complies with ADA 
requirements. Although all the fixtures were old, they are still serviceable. 
A drinking fountain was located between the restrooID.S, and it was not ADA 
compliant. 

2.2.5 Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Electrical Service 

(1) Utility service comes directly into an electrical room of the building. 
The 12 KV utility service is transformed'down via a 500 KV A 
transformer and fed to an adjacent 1600 amp, 120/208 volt, 3 phase, 4 
wire switchboard. This switchboard feeds three adjacent distribution 
boards rated 400 amps, 1000 amps and 600 amps. These boards then 
feed various panels throughout the building. The service is adequately 
sized for the existing loads, however it will have to be increased by 
approximately 1300 amps at 120/208 volts, 3 phase in order to 
accommodate the new air conditioning loads. . 

(2) The main switchboards and distribution boards were in satisfactory 
condition. However, the panelboards in the building were in poor 
condition and most need to be replaced. Circuit breakers were old and 
in poor condition. Covers were missing. ~ 

B. Lighting 
(1) Lighting consists of 250 watt metal halide fixtures over the center of 

the building and 8' fluorescent strip lights around the perimeter. The 
metal halide fixtures were in good condition while the fluorescent 
fixtures were in satisfactory condition. 

(2) Exit light fixtures with battery back-up and emergency light fixtures 
with battery back -up were located inside the building. The fixtures 
were in satisfactory condition. 

C. Receptacles - Receptacles were mounted flush in the wood columns 
throughout the building and on the perimeter walls. Many of the receptacles 
looked original to the building and need to be replaced because of regular 
wear and tear. 

D. Signal and Communications Systems - This building did not have a fire alarm 
system. A public address system, which appeared original to the building, 
was present and in satisfactory condition. There was no data system in the 
building. A data system should be installed throughout the building to bring 
it in line with other modem facilities currently existing and to help attract a 
wider variety of exhibits and exhibitors. 
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2.2.6 Photographs of the Building 
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2.2.7 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 • EXPOSmON HAU.. 

COST ESTIMATE 
l-Mar-9a 

Work Description QuantitY Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

A. Exposition Hall 
1. ADA Code Compliance 

1IIl. Restrooms 
1.) Remove and Reinstall One (1) 4 LS $1,000 $4,000 

Lavatory at Req'd Handicap 
Height. Provide New Fixture 
and Pipe Protection. 

2.) Provide and Install One Paper Towel 4 LS $100 $400 
Dispenser at Required Handicap Height 

3.) At Front Pair of Restrooms, 2 LS $1,600 $3,200 
Remove 2 Existing Watercloset and 
Replace w/1 H.C. Compliant & 
Paper Dispenser 

3.) At Rear Pair of Restrooms, Remove 2 2 LS $4,300 $8,600 
Existing Watercloset and Replace 
w/1 H.C. Compliant & 

. Paper Dispenser & Partitions 
5.) Provide H.C. Compliant Urinal 2 LS $1,800 $3,600 

at Men's Restroom. 
6.) Modify Screen'g Partitions at the Entrance 4 LS $500 $2,000 

Coors to Provide H.C Access. 
7.) Provide and Install ADA Compliant Signage 4 LS $500 $2,000 

b. Drinking Fountains 
1.) Replace the Electric Water Coolers. 2 LS $3,000 $6,000 

c. Public Pay Phones 
1.) Replace with Equipment That 1 LS $4,000 $4,000 

Meets the ADA Req'ts. 
Subtotal $33,800 

2. Observed Building Deficiencies 
a. FlOOring 

1.) Restrooms 
a.) Replace Cer.Tile Floors. 1,400 SF $9 $12,600 

2.) Snack Bars and Kitchen 
a.) Patch, Sand and Seal Concrete Floors. 5,000 SF $0.50 $2,500 

b. Walls 
1.) Exterior Insulated Walls 

a.) Wall Furring 13,776 SF $0.78 $10,745 
b.) Wall Insulation (R-11). 13,776 SF $0.49 $6,750 
c.) Gypsum Wall Board. 13,776 SF $1.00 $13,776 
d.) 1/2- Plywood to 8' 7,424 SF $1.04 $7,721 
e.) Paint 13,776 $0.50 $6,888 

2.) Restrooms 
a.) Replace Cer. Wall Tile. 2,000 SF $8 $16,000 

3.) Snack Bars and Kitchen 
a.) Paint 10,000 SF $0.60 $6,000 

4.) Exhibition Space Partitions 
a.) Paint 13,000 SF $0.60 $7,800 

c. Ceilings 
1.) Restrooms 

a.) Paint 1,400 SF $0.75 $1,050 
2.) Snack Bars and Kitchen 

1IIl.) Paint 5,000 SF $0.75 $3,750 
d. Coors 

1.) Replace the door latches at the offices and 25 EA. $350 $8,750 
restrooms w/ADA compliant hardware. 

e. Roofs Insulation 
1.) R-3O 9 1/2- Batt Insulation 51,000 SF $0.85 $43,350 

New 2x6 Ceiling Joists @ 24° o.C. 25.50 MBF $930.00 $23,715 
between (E) 4x12 Purtins & 
(E) 4x10 Rafters. 
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2.2.7 Estimate of Costs, continued 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 - EXPOSmON HAll. 

COST ESTIMATE 
8-Mar-9S 

Work Description Quantity I Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

2.) Gypsum Wall Board. 51,000 SF $1.00 $51,000 
3.) Paint. 51,000 SF $0.63 $32,130 
4.) Remove and Reinstall All Suspended 100 EA $120 $12,000 

Ughting. 
5.) Remove and Reinstall Suspended 1 LS $50,000 $50,000 

Fire Sprinkler System. 
Subtotal $316,525 

3. Air Conditioning Systems 
A. Mechanical Platforms 

1. Provide & Install 2-4x6 Blk'g 18 EA $960.00 $17,280 
in New CI'g Jt Space. 
6'-0" W. x 6'-0" L. - 4x6 
Perimeter Frame & 4x6 @ 
2'-0" O.c wi 314" Plywood 
Decking. 4-1/2" Diam. Threaded Tied 
Rods & 11/2-X1 1/2-X1/4" 
Angle Braces wI Nuts and Washers 
Bolted Top and Bottom to 4x6 Blk'g & 
4x6 Platform Frame. 

2. Paint 2,160 SF $1.00 $2,160 
B. Metal Building for Mechanical 

1. Provide and Install Metal Bldg 600 SF $35.00 $21,000 
20' x 30' with Conc. Ftgs & 
Concrete Slab on Grade. 

C. Mechanical System 
1. 2 Chillers, 18 Fan Coils, LS $382,680 

126 LF Duct, Exh.Fans, 
Boiler and Controls. 

O. Plumbing 
1. Remove Dish Sink at Kitchen. 1 LS $6,000 $6,000 

Replace wi 3 Compartment Sink. 
2. Provide Hanc:twash Sinks @ 2 LS $1,000 $2,000 

Snack Bars and Kitchen. 
Subtotal $431,120 

4. Electrical and Oata Systems 
A. Replace Electrical Panels 

1. 225 A, 120/208V, 3 phase, 4 wire 5 EA $1,700 $8,500 
B. New Service for HVAC Units 

1.1600 A, 120/208V, 3 phase, 4 wire 1 EA $9,910 $9,910 
2.1600 A Feeder, Wire and Conduit 50 LF $190 $9,500 

C. Power to HVAC Units 
1. lOA, 208V, 3 Phase Disconnect Switches 28 EA $118 $3,304 
2. SODA, 208V, 3 Phase Disconnect Switches 2 EA $1,650 $3,300 
3. lOA Circuits Incl. Wire and Conduit 2,800 LF $4 $11,200 
4. 600A Circuits Incl. Wire and Conduit 400 LF $50 $20,000 

O. New Receptacles 
1. Receptacles, 120V, 20A Grounding 20 EA $25 $500 

E. New Data System 
1. Data System Incl. Raceway and Conductors 51,000 SF $1 $51,000 

Subtotal $117,214 

B. Subtotal Project Costs $898,659 
AlE Design Fee 10% $89,866 
Design/Est. Contingency 20% $179,732 
General Conditions 10% $89,866 
Overhead/Profit 8% $71,893 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $17,973 
Escalation 3% $26,960 Assume 3% per year for 1 year 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $1,374,949 
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2.3 Gateway Ball 
2.3.1 Architectural 

A. The overall condition of Gateway Hall is fair. 
B. The building is comprised of the following areas: 

(1) Exhibition space. 
(2) Restrooms for each sex at one end of the building. 

2.3.2 CodeCompliance 
A. The walks at the entrances slope away from the building too steeply. These 

will have to be reworked to make the entrances accessible to the physically 
handicapped. 

B. Restrooms require upgrading to meet ADA requirements. 
(1) Each restroom requires one lavatory properly fined for use by the 

physically handicapped, including proper lavatory and mirror mounting 
height, hardware and pipe protection. 

(2) Each restroom requires at least one paper towel dispenser be relocated 
to an accessible height. 

(3) An accessible water closet stall has been created in each restroom 
through combining two stalls into one. The water closet fixture must 
be replaced with one that is at an ADA -compliant height. The toilet 
paper dispensers must be relocated to below the grab bars. 

(4) An ADA-compliant urinal is required in the mens' restrooms. 
(5) The vestibules at the entrances to the restrooms have accessibility 

clearance problems and will have to be reconfigured. 
(6) The addition of ADA compliant signage is required. 

C. Electric water coolers must be replaced with fixtures meeting ADA 
requirements. 

- 2.3.3 Building Observations 
A. Flooring 

(1) Exhibition space - The flooring is sealed concrete. The floors are in 
relatively good condition. 

(2) Restrooms - There are places where the ceramic tile is broken or 
missing. The damage is not extensive; however, the tile is worn and 
will be difficult to match. Replacement of the tile is recommended. 

B. Walls 
(1) Exhibition space 

(a) The walls are painted concrete and, at a minimum, require 
repainting. 

(b) With the addition of air conditioning, Title 24 energy requirements 
may dictate the need for furring and insulation at the exterior walls. 

(2) Restrooms - The restrooms' walls have a ceramic tile wainscot. The 
ceramic tile walls are in good condition except for some tiles which are 
damaged or missing, particularly where one water closet was removed 
to create one accessible stall. 

C. Ceilings 
(1) Exhibition space - Glu-Iam beams and purlins are exposed and painted. 

There are 2 x 4 foot lay-in acoustic panels between the purIms. 
Virtuall y all of the panels are water -stained and should be replaced 
entirely. 

(2) . Restrooms - Painting of the gypsum wallboard ceilings is required. 
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D. Doors 
(1) Doors and frames are aluminum storefront and in good condition. 
(2) Doors with automatic closers will need to be checked for compliance 

with AD A opening force standards. 
(3) Door latches at the restrooms must be replaced with ADA-compliant 

hardware. 
E. Fire Protection - The building is sprinklered. 
F. Exterior 

(1) Exterior wall construction is painted concrete and in relatively good 
condition. 

(2) No wall insulation exists. It is likely that, when air conditioning is 
added, the walls will need to be insulated per Title 24 requirements. 
Energy calculations must be performed to determine if this is 
necessary. 

G. Roof 
(1) The building was reported to have been re-roofed a year ago. No 

roofing problems were observed. 
(2) No roof insulation exists. It is likely that, when air conditioning is 

added, the roof will need to be insulated per Title 24 requirements. 
Energy calculations will have to be performed to determine if this is 
necessary 

- 2.3.4 Mechanical and Plumbing Systems 
A. HV AC Systems - There were no air conditioning systems in this building. 

Heating was provided by 24 individual gas heaters suspended from the roof. 
The system looked well maintained and is in good working order. It is 
suggested that a combined heating and air conditioning system be provided 
for this building. This would enable the building to be used for a wider array 
of activities and provide a more comfortable environment for exhibitors and 
participants during events. 

B. Sprinklers - This building was fully sprinklered. The sprinklers faced 
upwards into the space between the roof and roof beams. It appeared that the 
quantity of sprinkler heads was adequate. If this building is air conditioned, 
then roof insulation would have to be added between the roof beams. To 
accomplish this, the sprinkler heads would have to be adjusted and face 
downwards. 

C. Plumbing - A male and female restroom is located in this building. All the 
fixtures were vitreous china. In the male bathroom, there were four 
lavatories, four wall-mounted urinals, and three water closets. In the female 
bathroom, there were four lavatories and six water closets. Although one of. 
the water closets in each of the bathrooms has been modified to provide 
handicap accessibility ,neither of these restrooms complies with ADA 
requirements. Although all the fixtures were old, they are still serviceable. 
The drinking fountain located between the restrooms was not ADA 
compliant. 

2.3.5 Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Electrical Service - Power to the building comes into the main switchboard 

located inside the building. The main switchboard is rated 120/208 V, 3 
phase, 4 wire, 500 amps. The main switchboard feeds Panels A, B, C, D 
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Kitchell 

and E, all of which are located throughout the building. Panels A and B feed 
lights in the building. Panels C and D feed receptacles in the building. 
Panel E feeds loads in the ticketing area. The panels are in fair condition. 
Some have door latches that are broken. The main switchboard is adequately 
sized for the existing loads, however it will have to be increased by 
approximately 450 amps at 120/208 volts, 3 phase in order to accommodate 
the new air conditioning loads. 

B. Lighting 
(1) Lighting to the building is provided by 400 wan metal halide fixtures. 

Exit light fixtures are also present over the exit doors. There are also 
twin-beam emergency light fixtures mounted on the walls throughout 
the building. The light fixtures are in good condition. 

(2) Exit light fixtures with battery back-up and emergency light fixtures 
with battery back-up were located inside the building. These fixtures 
were in good condition and could remain in use for at least ten more 
years. 

(3) Exterior fixtures under the canopy of the building were incandescent. 
These should be replaced with H.LD. fixtures for increased light levels 
and for energy savings. 

C. Receptacles 
(1) Receptacle boxes are located along the perimeter walls at 

approximately twenty feet on center. Each plug box has two 120 volt 
receptacles and one 220 volt receptacle. Additionally, there are twelve 
flush mounted receptacle floor boxes running down the center of the 
building also with two 120 volt receptacles and one 220 volt receptacle. 
Many of the receptacles showed signs of wear and misuse. 

(2) Located on the outside walls of the building were 50 amp, 2 pole 
circuit breakers. There were eight of these on each of the two long 
walls of the building. These are used for temporary connection by 
drive-up trailers during shows. They are fed from the main 
switchboard located outside the satellite wagering facility. These were 
in fair condition . 

. (3) Also, along the exterior of the building, there were weatherproof 
receptacles. Some of these had the coverplates broken off, thus making 
them non-weatherproof. These need to be repaired or replaced. 

D. Signal and Communications Systems - This building did not have a fire alarm 
system. It did have a public address system with speakers located throughout 
the building. There was no data system in the building. A data system 
should be installed throughout the building to bring it in line with other 
modem facilities currently existing and to help attract a wider variety of 
exhibits and exhibitors. 
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2.3.6 Photographs of the Building 
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2.3.7 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECnON 2 • GATEWAY HAll. 

COST ESnMATE 
4-Feb-98 

I 

Work Description Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

A. Gateway Hall 
1. ADA Code Compliance 

a. Exterior Walkways 
1.) Rebuild entrance walkway 1.100 SF $3.50 $3,850 

to provide H.C. accessibility. 
b. Restrooms 

1.) Remove and Reinstall 1 Lavatory at 2 EA $1,000 $2,000 
Req'd H.C. Height. Provide New F"odure 
& Pipe Protection @ Ea. Restroom. 

2.} Provide and Install 1 Paper 2 EA $100 $200 
Towel Dispenser at Req'd 
H.C. Ht. @ Ea. Restroom. 

3.} Remove 2 (E) W.C. & 2 EA $1,600 $3,200 
Replace w/1 H.C. Compliant 
Paper Dispenser @ Ea.Restroom. 

4.) Provide H.C. Compliant Urinal 1 EA $1,800 $1,800 
at Men's Restroom. 

5.) Reconfigure the Vestibules 1 LS sa ,000 sa ,000 
to Provide H.C. Clearances. 

6.) Provide ADA Signage. 1 LS $500 $500 
c. Drinking Fountains 

1.) Replace the Electric Water 2 LS $3,000 $6,000 
Coolers. 

Subtotal $25,550 

2. Observed Building Deficiencies . a. Flooring 
1.) Restrooms 

a.} Replace Car.Tile Flooring. 380 SF $9 $3,420 
b. Walls 

1.) Exterior Wall Insulation 
a.) Wall Furring 12,480 SF SO.78 $9,734 
b.) Wall Insulation (R-11 ). 12,480 SF SO.49 $6,115 
c.} Gypsum Wall Board. 12.480 SF $1.00 $12,480 
d.} 1/2- Plywood to 8' 6,240 SF $1.04 $6,490 
e.) Paint 12.480 SF SO. 50 $6,240 

2.) Restrooms 
a.) Replace Car. Wall Tiles 900 SF sa $7,200 

c.Ceilings 
1.} Restroom 

a.} Paint 380 SF SO.75 $285 
d. Doors 

1.) Replace the door latches at 1 LS $350 $350 
the offices and restrooms 
wlADA compliant hardware. 

e. Roof 
1.) R-30 91/2- Batt Insulation 19,600 SF SO.85 $16,660 

New 2x 6 Ceiling Joists @ 24- o.c. 13.50 MBF $930.00 $12,555 
between Existing 4 x 12 Purlins 

2.) Gypsum Wan Board. 19,600 SF $1.00 $19,600 
3.) 12X12 Glue-on Acoustic Tile 19,600 SF $1.90 $37,240 
4.) Remove and Reinstall All Suspended 19,600 SF $1.00 $19,600 

Ughtlng. 
5.) Remove and Reinstall Suspended 1 LS $10,000 $10,000 

Fire Sprinlder System. 

Subtotal $167,969 
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2.3.7 Estimate of Costs, continued 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 • GATEWAY HAll. 

COST ESTIMATE 
4-Feb-88 

Work Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

3. Air Conditioning Systems 
A. Mechanical Platforms 

1. Provide & Install 2-4x6 Bll<'g 8 EA. $960.00 $7,680 
in New Cl'g Jt Space. 
6''()- W. x 6'-0- L. ·4x6 
Perimeter Frame & 4x6 @ 
2'-0- O.c wi 314- Plywood 
Decking. 4-1/2- Diam. 
Threaded Tied Rods & 
11/2-X1 112-X1104-
Angle Braces wi 
Nuts and Washers 
Bolted Top and Bottom 
to 4x6 Blk'g & 
4x6 Platform Frame. 

2. Paint 960 SF $1.00 $960 
B. Metal Building for Mechanical 

1. Provide and Install Mtl Bldg 
20' x 30' with Conc. Ftgs & 
Concrete Slab on Grade. 600 SF $35.00 $21,000 

C. Mechanical System 
1. 2 Chillers, 8 Fan Coils, Boiler, 

Exhaust Fans and Controls $176,329 
Subtot:al $205,969 

4. Electrical and Oata Systems 
A. New Service for HVAC Units 

1.600 A, 120/208V, 3 phase, 4 wire 1 EA $4,120 $4,120 
2.600 A Feeder, Wire and Conduit 50 LF $50.00 $2,500 

B. Power to HVAC Units 
1. 3OA, 208V, 3 Phase Disconnect Switches 17 EA $118.00 ~ $2,006 
2. 100A, 208V, 3 Phase Disconnect Switches 4 EA $333.00 $1,332 
3. 30A Circuits Inc!. Wire and Conduit 1,700 LF $4.00 $6,800 
4. 100A Circuits Incl. Wire and Conduit 400 LF $9.00 $3,600 

C. New Receptacles 
1. Receptacles, 120V, 20A Grounding 50 EA $25.00 $1,250 
2. Weatherproof Cover Plates 8 EA $30.00 $240 

O. New Exterior Fixtures 
1. Canopy Ughts 20 EA $150.00 $3,000 

E. New Data System 
1. Data System Inc!. Raceway and Conductors 19,600 SF $1.00 $19,600 

Subtotal $44,448 

B. Subtotal Project Costs $443,936 
AlE Design Fee 10% $44,394 
Design/Est. Contingency 20% $88,787 
General Conditions 10% $44,394 
Overhead/Profit 8% $35,515 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $8,879 
Escalation 3% $13,318 Assume 3% per year for 1 year 

TOT AI.. PROJECT COSTS $679,222 
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" 2.4 Satellite Wagering 
2.4.1 "Architectural 

A. The overall condition of the Satellite Wagering Building is good. 
B. The building is comprised of the following areas: 

(1)' Wagering space. 
(2) Offices. 
(3) Snack bar. 
(4) Restrooms 

2.4.2 Code Compliance 
A. Restrooms require upgrading to meet ADA requirements. 

-.-_"~':'~.:..=r.,._ .:.:.~ 

(1) Each restroom requires one lavatory properly fitted for use by the 
physically handicapped, including proper lavatory and mirror mounting 
height, hardware and pipe protection. 

(2) Each restroom requires at least one paper towel dispenser be relocated 
to an accessible height. 

(3) The womens' restroom requires at least one sanitary napkin dispenser 
be relocated to an accessible height. 

(4) The vestibules at the entrances to the restrooms have accessibility 
clearance problems and will have to be reconfigured. Fixtures may be 
lost. 

(5) The addition of ADA compliant signage is required. 
B. The dish sink in the snack bar prep area has only two companments and must 

be replaced with a three-companment sink. 

2.4.3 Building Observations 
A. Flooring 

(1) Wagering space - The flooring is vinyl tile. The tiles are broken 
andJ or missing at several locations throughout the space. The locations 
appear to correspond to control joint locations at the column lines. 
These areas must be repaired. Filling and grinding work will be 
required to obtain acceptable results. A structural engineer should 
review the apparent settlement to determine if continued settlement can 
be expected. 

(2) Offices - The offices are carpeted. The carpeting is in good condition. 
(3) Snack bar - The quarry tile flooring is in good condition. 
(4) Restrooms - The sheet vinyl flooring is in good condition. 

B. Walls 
(1) Wagering space - The walls are painted gypsum wallboard and in good 

condition. 
(2) Offices - The walls are painted gypsum wallboard and in good 

condition. 
(3) Snack bar - The walls are painted gypsum wallboard and in good 

condition. 
(4) Restrooms - The restrooms' walls have a ceramic tile wainscot. The 

walls are in good condition. 
C. Ceilings 

(1) Wagering space - The ceiling consists of suspended 2 x 4 foot acoustic 
panels. Many of the panels are water-stained. Virtually all of the 
panels are dirty and sagging. Replace "the ceiling with higher quality 
panels. 
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(2) Snack bar - The painted suspended gypsum wallboard ceiling is in good 
condition. 

(3) Restrooms - The painted suspended gypsum wallboard ceilings are in 
good condition. 

D. Doors 
(1) The hollow metal doors and frames require repainting. 
(2) Doors with automatic closers will need to be checked for compliance 

with ADA opening force standards. 
(3) Door latches at the offices and restromns must be replaced with ADA

compliant hardware. 
E. Fire Protection - The building is sprinklered. 
F. Exterior - This is a pre-engineered metal building. The exterior wall panels 

are in good condition. 
G. Roof - The building was reponed to leak severely. Five leaks were 

observed. Re-roofing is required. 

2.4.4 Mechanical and Plumbing Systems 
A. HV AC Systems - This building is currently air conditioned and heated by 22 

rooftop mounted HV AC units. Each unit has individual thermostatic control. 
The cooling and heating seem adequate for the facility, however the 
installation of so many units on the roof has caused several roof leaks. 

B. Sprinklers - This building was fully sprinklered. The sprinkler heads are 
recessed in the drop ceiling. It appeared that the quantity of sprinkler heads 
was adequate. 

C. Plumbing - A male and female restroom is located in this building. All the 
fixtures were vitreous china. In the male bathroom, there were three 
lavatories, seven wall-mounted urinals, and five water closets. In the female 
bathroom, there were three lavatories and six water closets. Although one of 
the water closets in each of the bathrooms has been modified to provide 
handicap accessibility, neither of these restrooms complies with ADA 
requirements. Although all the fixtures were 011, they are still serviceable. 
Two drinking fountains were located adjacent to the restrooms, and neither 
fountain was ADA compliant. 

2.4.5 Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Electrical Service 

(1) Power to the building comes in from the Main Switchboard located on 
the east side of the building. The Main Switchboard feeds a 600 amp, 
120/208 volt, 3 phase, 4 wire Distribution Board, located inside an 
electrical closet, which serves Panels PB 1, PB2, PB3 and a panel in the 
kitchen. All panels are rated 225 amps but do not have main circuit 
breakers. Panel PB 1 is located behind a bar in the wagering area. In 
order to access Panel PB 1, an electrical plug must be disconnected and 
a large bar must be rolled out of the way. This is in violation of the 
California Electrical Code which requires a minimum of 3 feet 
clearance in front of electrical panels. Panels PB2 and PB3 are located 
in the wagering hall. All panels were in good condition and adequately 
sized for the existing loads. 
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(2) The Main Switchboard located on the east side of the building is rated 
for 2000 amps at 120/208 volts~ 3 phase, 4 wire. It provides power to 
Gateway, the Satellite Wagering building and other loads in the 
immediate vicinity. This switchboard will have to be increased in size 
in order to accommodate the additional air conditioning loads. 

B. Lighting 
(1) Lighting consists of2' x 4' fixtures throughout the wagering area with 

one fixture provided for approximately every 48 square feet. Each 
fixture contains four F40T121amps. These lamps are not energy 
efficient and should be replaced with F32T8 lamps and electronic 
ballasts. The fixtures were in good condition. 

(2) Exit light fixtures with battery back-up and emergency light fixtures 
with battery back-up were located inside the building. The fixtures 
were in good condition and could remain in use for at least ten more 
years. 

C. Receptacles - Receptacles were present in sufficient quantities throughout the 
building and were in good condition. . 

D. Signal and Communications Systems - This building did not have a fire alarm. 
system. There was no data system in the building. A data system should be 
installed throughout the building to bring it in line with other modem 
facilities currently existing and to help attract a wider variety of exhibits and 
exhibitors. 
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2.4.6 Photographs of the Building 
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2.4.1 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 • SATELUTE WAGERING 

COST ESTIMATE 
l-Mar-9a 

I I 
Work Cescril)tion Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

A. Satellite Wagering 
1. ADA Code Compliance 

a. Restrooms 
1.) Remove and reinstall one (1) 2 LS $1,000 $2,000 

lavatory at required handicap 
height, provide new fixture 
and pipe protection. 

2.) Provide and install one paper 2 LS $100 $200 
towel dispenser at required 
handicap height. 

3.) Provide and install one (1) 1 LS $100 $100 
sanitary napkin dispenser 
at required handicap height. 

4.) Reconstruct the vestibules to 1 LS $8,000 $8,000 
provide handicap clearances. 

5.) Provide and install ADA 1 LS $500 $500 
compliant signage. 

b. Snack Sar 
1.) Remove the dish sink and replace it 1 LS $6,000 $6,000 

with three-compartment sink. 
Subtotal $16,800 

2. Observed Building Deficiencies 
a. FlOOring 

1.} Wagering Space 
s.) Remove and replace broken vinyl tile. 5,000 SF $2.10 $10,500 

Grind and fill the areas where 
the tile are removed. 

b. Ceilings 
1.) Wagering Space 

a.) Replace the 2 x 4 16,000 SF $2 $32,000 
acoustical ceiling tiles. 

c.Ooors 
1.) Replace the door latches at 6 EA. $350 $2,100 

the offices and restrooms ;. 

w/ADA compliant hardware. 
d. Roof 

i.} Reroof the building. 1 LS $60,000 $60,000 
2.) Canopy @ Outdoor Seating 1 LS $16,000 $16000 

Subtotal $120,600 

3. Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Increase Main Switchboard 

1. Increase Main Switchboard to 3000 amps 1 LS $5,000 $5,000 
2. Increase Feeder Size 50 LF $350 $17,500 

B. Relocate Panel 
1.Relocate Panel 1 LS $1,000 $1,000 

C. Replace Lamps/Ballasts 
1. New F32T8 Lamps 1,000 EA $5 $5,000 
2. New Electronic Ballasts 250 EA $60 $15,000 

D. New Data System 
1. Data System Incl. Raceway and Conductors 16,800 SF $1 $16800 

Subtotal $60,300 

B. Subtotal Project Costs $197,700 
AlE Design Fee 10% $19,770 
Design/Est. Contingency 20% $39,540 
General Conditions 10% $19,770 
Overhead/Profit 8% $15,816 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $3,954 
Escalation 3% $5,931 Assume 3% per year for 1 year 

TOT AI.. PROJECT COSTS $302,481 
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2.5 Turf Club 
2.5.1 Architectural 

A. The overall condition of the Turf Club is good. 
B. The building is comprised of the following areas: 

(1) Wagering space. 
(2) Offices. 
(3) Restrooms 

2.5.2 Code Compliance 

Facility Condition Study 

A. Due to insurmountable accessibility clearance problems, the restrooms will 
have to be completely renovated. It is likely that they will need to be 
enlarged. 

2.5.3 Building Observations 
A. Flooring 

(1) Wagering space - The flooring is carpet and vinyl tile. It is in good 
condition. 

(2) Offices - The offices are carpeted. The carpeting is in good condition. 
B. Walls 

(1) Wagering space - The walls are painted gypsum wallboard and in good 
condition. 

(2) Offices - The walls are painted gypsum wallboard and in good 
condition. 

C. Ceilings 
(1) Wagering space - The ceilings are vaulted with exposed Glu-Iam 

beams. 
(2) Offices - The ceilings are vaulted with exposed Glu-Iam beams. 

D. Doors 
(1) Doors with automatic closers will need to be checked for compliance 

with ADA opening force standards. 
(2) Door latches at the offices and restrooms I;O.ust be replaced with ADA-

compliant hardware. 
E. Fire Protection - The building is not sprinklered. 
F. Exterior - The exterior walls are painted stucco and in good condition. 
G. Roof - No leaking was observed. 

2.5.4 Mechanical and Plumbing 
A. Not investigated. 

2.5.5 Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Not investigated. 
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2.5.6 Photographs of the Building 
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2.S .7 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 - TURF CLUB 

COST ESTIMATE 
6-Mar-98 

Work Description Quantity Units Unit Cost = :rotae Cost Comments 

IA- Turf Club 
1. ADA Code Compliance 

B. Restrooms 
1.) Completely Renovate the 2 EA $15,000 $30,000 

Restrooms. 
Subtotal $30,000 

2. Observed Building Deficiencies 
B. Doors 

1.) Replace the door latches at 4 EA. $350 $1,400 
the offices and restrooms 
w/ADA compliant hardware. 

Subtotal $1,400 

B. Subtotal Project Costs $31,400 
AlE Design Fee 10% $3,140 
Design/Est. Contingency 20% $6,280 
General Condttions 10% $3,140 
Overhead/Profit 8% $2,512 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $628 
Escalation 3% $942 Assume 3% per year fer 1 year 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $48,042 
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2.6. Campbell Pavilion 
2.6.1 Architectural 

A. . The overall condition of Campbell Pavilion is fair. 
B. The building is comprised of the following areas: 

(1) A large "L" -shaped interior exhibition space, capable of being split 
into three smaller spaces through the use of movable partitions. 

(2) An exterior exhibition space, sheltered by a canopy and screen walls. 
C. Lobby/vestibule spaces with a restroom for each sex. 
D. Two snack bars, one at each leg of the "L". 

(1) One of the snack bars is currently being used as an office. The 
functioning snack bar was locked and could not be surveyed for 
condition or code compliance. 

E. A mezzanine level over the lobby, restroom and snack bar spaces containing: 
(1) A gallery-type corridor overlooking the canopy above the exterior 

exhibition space. 
(2) Mechanical equipment rooms. 
(3) Various spaces currently used for offices and storage. 

2.6.2 Code Compliance 
A. Restrooms require upgrading to meet ADA requirements. 

(1) All restrooms require one lavatory properly fitted for use by the 
physically handicapped, including proper lavatory and mirror mounting 
height') hardware and pipe protection. 

(2) All restrooms require at least one paper towel dispenser be relocated to 
an accessible height. 

(3) Through combining two water closet stalls into one, an accessible stall 
has been created The water closet fixture must be replaced with one 
that is at an ADA compliant height. The toilet paper dispensers must 
be relocated to below the grab bars. 

(4) The addition of ADA compliant signage is required. 
B. Electric water coolers must be replaced with fixtures meeting ADA 

requirements. 
C. Public pay phones must be replaced with equipDient meeting ADA 

requirements. 
D. The existing stairs are in general compliance with current codes; however, 

the handrails do not extend far enough. These should be replaced. 

2.6.3 Building Observations 
A. Flooring 

(1) Exhibition and lobby spaces 
(a) The flooring in the interior spaces is pigmented concrete sealer. 

The sealer is in relatively good condition, though chips and 
scratches would be hidden with a fresh coat of sealer. 

(b) The exterior exhibition space flooring is asphalt. It requires 
patching and sealing. 

(2) Restrooms - The restroom flooring is pigmented concrete sealer. The 
sealer here is pealing badly. The restroom floors must be sanded and 
resealed. 

(3) Mezzanine - The habitable spaces of the mezzanine have vinyl tlooring. 
The flooring is broken and missing in many areas. Given the age of 
this facility, the vinyl flooring may contain asbestos. This will have to 
be determined by an asbestos abatement contractor. At least half of the 
vinyl flooring needs replacement. 
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B. Walls 
(1) Exhibition and lobby spaces 

(a) The majority of the walls throughout these spaces are painted 
concrete. There are acoustic panels above the eight foot elevation. 
At a minimum, the walls require light patching, sanding and 
repainting. 

(b) With the addition of air conditioning, Title 24 energy requirements 
may dictate the need for furring and insulation at the exterior walls. 

(2) Restrooms - The restroom walls have a ceramic tile wainscot. The 
ceramic tile walls are in good condition except for some tiles which are 
damaged or missing, particularly where one water closet was removed 
to create one accessible stall. 

(3) Mezzanine - In general the corridor, offices and s~orage room walls are 
intact. Painting is required to make their appearance acceptable. 

C. Ceilings 
(1) Exhibition and lobby spaces 

(a) 12" square mastic-applied acoustic ceiling tiles exist throughout. 
These tiles are in relatively good condition. A few need to be 
replaced, though matching the existing tiles may be difficult. 

(b) Light fixtures are 4 foot square fluorescent with exposed lamps. 
White fabric draperies hang around the perimeter of each fixture, 
presumably in an attempt to reduce glare from the fixtures. See the 
electrical section below for recommendations regarding these 
fixtures. 

(c) The majority of light fixtures in the lobby spaces are missing 
lenses. At a minimum, the lenses must be replaced. Replacement 
of these fixtures entirely may be a better option. See the electrical 
section below for recommendations regarding these fixtures. 

(2) Restrooms 
(a) Painting of the ceiling is required. 
(b) The majority of light fixtures in the restrooms have missing lenses. 

At a minimum, the lenses must be replaced. Replacement of these 
fixtures entirely may be a better option. See the electrical section 
below for recommendations regarding these fixtures. 

(3) Mezzanine - The ceilings in the habitable spaces consists of 12" square 
mastic-applied acoustic ceiling tiles. The ceiling is in a state of general 
disrepair. I estimate that approximately 75 percent of the ceiling tiles 
will need to be replaced. 

D. Doors 
(1) Hollow metal doors and frames are in good condition. 
(2) Doors with automatic closers will need to be checked for compliance 

with ADA opening force requirements. 
(3) Door latches must be replaced with ADA-compliant hardware. 

E. Windows 
(1) The mezzanine corridor has windows on one side which overlook the 

canopy above the exterior exhibition space. The window construction is 
single pane glass in aluminum frames. Broken glass requires 
replacement in four of the windows. 

(2) Energy calculations will have to be done to determine if window 
. replacement is required for energy compliance. 
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F. Stairs - Treads on the stairs to the mezzanine are vinyl. Many of the treads 
are broken. Since the existing treads will be impossible to match, all treads 
should be replaced. 

G. Fire Protection -The building is sprinklered. 
H. Exterior 

(1) The exterior of the building is in relatively good condition. 
(2) Exterior wall construction is concrete. No wall insulation exists. It is 

likely that, when air conditioning is added, the walls will need to be 
insulated per Title 24 requirements. Energy calculations must be 
performed to determine if this is necessary. 

I. Roof 
(1) Standing water was observed on the roof. This is a result of poor 

sloping of the roof to drains. 
(2) The original roofing still remains. It has outlived its useful life and 

requires replacement. 
(3) Overflow drains, which are required by the current code, were not 

present. 
(4) No roof insulation exists. It is likely that, when air conditioning is 

added, the roof will need to be insulated per Title 24 requirements. 
Energy calculations will have to be performed to determine if this is 
necessary 

2.6.4 Mechanical and Plumbing Systems 
A. HV AC Systems - There were no air conditioning systems in this building. 

Heating was provided by two large warm-air gas furnaces located on a 
mezzanine at either end of the building. Ductwork runs in the attic space 
between the false ceiling and the roof to ceiling diffusers located in each 
space. The system looked well maintained, but it is over 30 years old and 
will need replacement soon. It is suggested that a combined heating and air 
conditioning system be provided for this bUilding. This would enable the 
building to be used for a wider array of activitie, and provide a more 
comfortable environment for exhibitors and participants during events. 

B. Sprinklers - This building was fully sprinklered. The sprinkler heads are 
recessed in the drop ceiling. It appeared that the quantity of sprinkler heads 
was adequate. 

C. Plumbing - A male and female restroom is located in this building. All the 
fixtures were vitreous china. In the male bathroom, there were seven 
lavatories, eight wall-mounted urinals, and seven water closets. In the 
female bathroom, there were six lavatories and ten water closets. Although 
one of the water closets in each of the bathrooms has been modified to 
provide handicap accessibility, neither of these restrooms complies with ADA 
requirements. Although all the fixtures were old, they are still serviceable. 
Two drinking fountains were located outside the restrooms, and neither 
fountain was ADA compliant. 

2.6.5 Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Electrical Service 

(1) Utility service comes directly into an electrical room of the building. 
The 12 KV utility service is transformed down and fed to an adjacent 
1600 amp, 120/208 volt, 3 phase, 4 wire switchboard labeled 
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Switchboard #2. From there, power is distributed to various panels 
throughout the interior and exterior of the building. Also located in the 
electrical room is an emergency generator which provides back-up 
power to the exit lighting in the building. 

(2) All of the equipment in the electrical room was in fair condition. The 
switchboard is adequately sized for the existing loads, however it will 
have to be increased by approximately 600 amps at 120/208 volts, 3 
phase in order to accommodate the new air conditioning loads. 

B. Lighting 
(1) Lighting consists of 4' x 4' fluorescent fixtures with eight lamps per 

fixture. The fixtures did not have lenses. F40 fluorescent lamps were 
still in use along with electromagnetic ballasts. These should be 
replaced with low bay type metal halide fixtures. Some lighting 
fixtures in the lobby were missing lenses. 

(2) Lighting in the storage areas consisted of incandescent fixtures. These 
should be replaced with fluorescent fixtures for energy savings and 
reduced maintenance. 

(3) Exit light fixtures with battery back-up and emergency light fixtures 
with battery back-up were located inside the building. The fixtures 
were in satisfactory condition. 

C. Receptacles - Receptacles were present in sufficient quantities around the 
perimeter of the building and were in satisfactory condition. 

D. Signal and Communications Systems - This building did not have a fire alarm 
system. A public address system was present and was in satisfactory 
condition. There was no data system in the building. A data system should 
be installed throughout the building to bring It in line with other modem 
facilities currently existing and to help attract a wider variety of exhibits and 
exhibitors. 
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2.6.6 Photographs of the Building 
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2.6.7 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 • CAMPBELL PAVlUON 

COST ESTIMATE 
S-Mar-98 

Work Description Quantity Units Comments 

A. Campbell Pavilion 
1. ADA Code Compliance 

III. Restrooms 
1.) Remove and Reinstall 1 2 LS $1,000 $2,000 

Lavatory at Req'd H.C. 
Ht. Provide New F'tXture 
and Pipe Protection. 

2.) Provide and Install 1 Pa~er 2 LS $100 $200 
Towel Dispenser at Req'd H.C. Ht. 

3.) Remove 2 Existing 2 LS $1,600 $3,200 
Watercloset and Replace 
with One H.C. Compliant 
Paper Dispenser 

4.) Provide and Install ADA 1 LS $500 $500 
Compliant Signage. 

b. Drinking Fountains 
1.) Replace the Electric Water Coolers. 2 LS $3,000 $6,000 

c. Public Pay Phones 
1.) Replace with E~uipment That 2 LS $2,000 $4,000 

Meets the ADA Req'ts. 
d. Stairs 

1.) Replace the Handrails. 168 LF $20 $3,360 
Subtotal $19.260 

2. Observed Building. Deficiencies 
a. Flooring 

1.> Exhibition and Lobby Spaces 
a.) Patch and Seal. 38,400 SF $0. SO $19,200 
b.) Patch and Seal Asl'jlalt 10,000 SF $0. SO $5,000 

2.) Restrooms 
III. Sand and Reseal Conc .. 1,080 SF $O.SO $540 

3.) Mezzanine 
a.) Replace 1/2 the vinJf! ftrg. 4,400 SF $1.SO $6,600 

b. Walls 
1.) Exhibition and Lobby Spaces 

a. Patch, Sand and Paint. 15,840 SF $O.SO $7,920 
2.) Restrooms 

a. Replace Cer. Wall Tiles. 1,056 SF $8 $8,448 
3.) Mezzanine 

a.) Paint 5,280 SF $0. SO $2,640 
4.) Exterior Insulated Walls 

a. Wall Furring 21,120 SF $0.78 $16,474 
b. Wall Insulation (R-11). 21,120 SF $0.49 $10,349 
c. Gypsum Wall Board. 21,120 SF $1.00 $21,120 
d. 1/2- P~od to 8' 7,040 SF $1.04 $7,322 
e. Paint 21,120 SF $0.50 $10,560 

c. Ceilings 
1.) Lobby Spaces 

a. Replace Missing 12- SQ. 1,600 SF $1.50 $2,400 
Mastic-A~~ied A.C. Tiles. 

2.) Restrooms 
a. Paint 1,080 SF $0.50 $540 

3.) Mezzanine 
a.) Replace 75% of 12- SQ. 4,400 SF $1.50 $6,600 

Mastic-Applied A.C.Tiles. 
d. Doors 

1.) Replace the door latches at 30 EA. $350 $10,500 
the offices and restrooms 
w/ADA compliant hardware. 
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2.6.7 Estimate of Costs~ continued 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 • CAMPBELl. PAVlUON 

COST ESTIMATE 
l-Mar-9a 

I 
Work Description Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

e. Windovvs 
1.) Mezzanine Corridor 

a.) Replace Glazing in 224 SF S9 $2,016 
4 Windovvs. 

f. Stairs 
1.) Mezzanine 

ZI.) Replace the Vinyl Treads. 152 LF $7 $1,064 
g.Roof 

1.) Replace Roofing 
s.) Provide Elastomeric Roof with 41,GOO SF $4.80 $228,480 

Granules over Polyisocyanurate 
Foam Insulation (R -30). 

2.) Overftow Drains 5 EA $500.00 $2,500 
a.) Provide Overftow Drains 

Subtotal $310,212 

3. Air Conditioning Systems 
B. Mechanical System LS $328,000 

1. 2 Air Handling Units, Split 
System, 2 Duct Heaters, 
New Duct Work & Controls. 

Subtotal $328,000 

D. Electrical and Data Systems 
A. New Service for HVAC Units 

1.600 A. 1201208V, 3 phase, 4 wire 1 EA $4,120 $4,120 
2. GOO A Feeder, Wire and Conduit 50 LF $50 $2,500 

B. Power to HVAC Units 
2. GOOA, 208V, 3 Phase Disconnect Switches 1 EA $1,650 $1,650 
2. 1ooA, 208V, 3 Phase Disconnect Switches 2 EA $333 $666 
4. GOOA Circuits Incl. Wire and Conduit 250 LF $50 $12,500 
4. 100A Circuits Incl. Wire and Conduit 500 LF S9 $4,500 

C. New Exterior Fixtures 
1. 250 Watt Metal Halide Low Bay FIxtures 80 EA $400 $32,000 
2. 4', 2 Lamp, Fluorescent Fbrtures 50 EA SSO $3,000 
3. Fixture Lenses 20 EA $75 $1,500 

D. New Data System 
1. Data System Incl. Raceway and Conductors 38,400 SF $1 $38,400 

Subtotal $100.836 

2. Subtotal Project Costs $818,368 
AlE Design Fee 10% $81,837 
Design/Est. Contingency 20% $163,674 
General Conditions 10% $81,837 
Overhead/Profit 8% $65,469 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $16,361 Assume 3% per year for 1 ~r 
Escalation 3% $24,551 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $1,252,103 
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2.1 Fiesta. HaIl 
2.7.1 Architectural 

A. The overall condition of Fiesta Hall is good. 
B. The building is comprised of the following areas: 

. (1) Exhibition space. 
(2) Restrooms for each sex at one end of the building. 
(3) A snack bar at the end of the building opposite the restrooms. 
(4) Mechanical equipment mezzanines above the restrooms and snack bar. 

2.7.2 Code Compliance 
A. Due to insurmountable accessibility clearance problems at the restroom 

entrances, the restrooms will have to be completely renovated. It is likely 
that they will need to be enlarged. 

B. Electric water coolers must be replaced with fixtures meeting ADA 
requirements. 

C. Public pay phones must be replaced with equipment meeting ADA 
requirements. 

D. The snack bar requires the addition of a dedicated hand washing sink. The 
dish sink has only two compartments and must be replaced with a tbree
compartment sink. 

2.7.3 Building Observations 
A. Flooring 

(l) Exhibition space - The flooring is sealed concrete. The floors are in 
relatively good condition. 

(2) Snack bar - The flooring is sealed concrete. The floors are in relatively 
good condition. 

B. Walls 
(1) Exhibition space 

(a) The walls are painted concrete with acoustic wall covering (tectum) 
above the eight foot elevation. 

(b) With the addition of air conditioning, Title 24 energy requirements 
may dictate the need for furring and insulation at the exterior walls. 

(2) Snack bar - The walls require repainting. 
C. Ceilings 

(1) Exhibition space 
(a) There is no ceiling in the main hall. The roof structure is exposed 

and painted. 
(2) Snack bar 

(a) The suspended gypsum wallboard ceiling requires repainting. 
D. Doors 

(1) Doors and frames are aluminum storefront and in good condition. 
(2) Doors with automatic closers will need to be checked for compliance 

with ADA opening force standards. 
(3) Door latches at the snack bar must be replaced with ADA-compliant 

hardware. 
E. Fire Protection - The building is not sprinklered. 
F. Exterior 

(1) Exterior wall construction is concrete and requires repainting. 
(2) No wall insulation exists. It is likely that, when air conditioning is 

added, the walls will need to be insulated per Title 24 requirements. 
Energy calculations must be performed to determine if this is 
necessary. 
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G. Roof 
(1) The roof was reported to be beyond its useful life and to leak. 
(2) No roof insulation exists. It is likely that, when air conditioning is 

added, the roof will need to be insulated per Title 24 requirements. 
Energy calculations will have to be performed to determine if this is 
necessary 

2.7.4 Mechanical and Plumbing Systems 
A. HV AC Systems - There were no air conditioning systems in this building. 

Heating was provided by two large warm-air gas furnaces located on a 
mezzanine at either end of the building. The system looked well maintained, 
but it is over 30 years old and will need replacement soon. It is suggested 
that a combined heating and air conditioning system be provided for this 
building. This would enable the building to be used for a wider array of 
activities and provide a more comfortable environment for exhibitors and 
participants during events. 

B. Sprinklers - This building was not sprinklered. This type of construction and 
size of building does not require sprinklers by code. 

C. Plumbing - A male and female restroom is located in this building. All the 
fixtures were vitreous china. In the male bathroom, there were two 
lavatories, two wall-mounted urinals, and one water closet. In the female 
bathroom, there were two lavatories and three water closets. Neither of these 
restrooms comply with ADA requirements. Although all the fixtures were 
old, they are still serviceable. There were two drinking fountains in this 
building, neither of which are ADA compliant. 

2.7.5 Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Electrical Service - The Distribution Switchboard for the building is located 

in a closet at one end of the building. It is labeled Switchboard #3 and is 
rated 400 amps, 120/208 volts, 3 phase, 4 wire. From the switchboard, 
power is distributed throughout the building to four panelboards and a 
disconnect switch. The panelboards are all rated 120/208 volts, 3 phase, 4 
wire. None of them have main breakers. The main disconnecting means for 
each of the panels and for the disconnect switch are located at Switchboard 
#3. The main ratings are as follows: Panel A -~150 amps; Panel B - 125 
amps; Panel C - 200 amps; Panel D - 200 amps; Disconnect Switch - 200 
amps. The disconnect switch is rated 200 amps and allows for connection of 
equipment during events. The switchboard is adequately sized for the 
existing loads, however it will have to be increased by approximately 400 
amps at 120/208 volts, 3 phase in order to accommodate the new air 
conditioning loads. 

B. Lighting 
(1) Lighting consists of 8' fluorescent strip fixtures throughout with 

incandescent cylinders at each end of the building. The fixtures were 
in satisfactory condition. 

(2) Exit light fixtures with battery back-up and emergency light fixtures 
with battery back-up were located inside the building. The fixtures 
were in satisfactory condition. 

C. Receptacles - Receptacles were present in sufficient quantities around the 
perimeter of the building and were in satisfactory condition. 

D. Signal and Communications Systems - This building did not have a fire alarm 
system. A public address system was present, but was in poor condition and 
should be replaced. There was no data system in the building. A data 
system should be installed throughout the building to bring it in line with 
other modem facilities currently existing and to help attract a wider variety of 
exhibits and exhibitors. 
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2.7.6 Photographs of the Building 
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2.7.7 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 • FIESTA HALL. 

COST ESTIMATE 
6-Mar.Q8 

Work Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

A. FiutaHaIl 
1. ADA Code Compliance 

III. Restrooms 
1.) Completely Renovate the Restrooms. 2 LS $20,000 $40,000 

b. Drinking Fountains 
1.) Replace the Electric Water Coolers 2 LS $3,000 $6,000 

c. Public Pay Phones 
1.) Replace wI Equipment That Meets 1 LS $4,000 $4,000 

the ADA ReQuirements. 
Subtotal $50,000 

2. Observed Building Deficiencies 
a.Walls 

1.) Exterior Insulated Walls 
a. Wall FUrring 8,862 SF $0.78 $6,912 
b. Wall Insulation (R-11 ). 8,862 SF $0.49 $4,342 
c. Gypsum Wall Board. 8,862 SF $1.00 $8,862 
d. 1/2- Plywood to 8' 3,536 SF $1.04 $3,677 
e. Paint 8,862 SF $0.50 $4,431 

2.) Snack Bar 
a.) Repaint no SF $0.60 $432 

3.) Wall Demolition at Mezz. for (N) Mechanical 
a. Demo. 2 -10' W. x 8' H. 160.00 SF $2.00 $320 

Walls @ Mezzinines 
4.) Wall Replacement at Mezz. 

For (N) Mechanical 
a.) Replace Wall & Finish 3200 SF $3.25 $10,400 
b.) Replace Vinyl Wall Covering. 1,600 SF $1.27 $2,032 
c. Replace Rdwd Battens. 48.00 LF $6.00 $288 
d.) Stain/Paint Redwood Battens 1 LS $500 $500 

b.Ceilings 
1.) Snack Bar 

a.) Repaint 250 SF $0.60 $150 
c. Doors 

1.) Replace the door latches at 8 LS $350 $2,800 
the offices and restrooms 
w/ADA compliant hardware. 

d. Exterior Wall Surfaces. 
1.) Repaint 8,660 SF $0.60 $5,196 

e. Roof 
1.) Replace Roof 

a. Provide Elastomeric Roof with 18,620 SF $4.80 $89,376 
Granules over Polyisocyanurate 
Foam Insulation (R -30). 

Subtotal $139,719 

3. Air Conditioning Systems 
E. Mechanical System 

1. Two Air Handling Units, Split LS $80,597 
System, Duct Htrs and 
Controls. 

F. Plumbing 
1. Remove Dish Sink at Snack 1 LS $6,000 $6,000 

Bar and Replace with 
Three-Compartrnent Sink. 

2. Provide Handwash Sink At 1 LS $1,000 $1,000 

Snack Bars. 

Subtotal $87597 
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2.7.7 Estimate of Costs, continued 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 • FIESTA HALL 

COST ESTIMATE 
l-Mar-98 

Work Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

4. Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Naw Service for HVAC Units 

1.400 A, 1201208V, 3 phase, 4 wire 1 EA $3,300 $3,300 
2. 400 A Feeder, Wire and Conduit 50 LF $35 $1,750 

B. Power to HVAC Units 
1. 3OA, 208V, 3 Phase Disconnect Switches 6 EA $118 $708 
2. 1OOA, 208V, 3 Phase Disconnect Switches 1 EA $333 $333 
3. 2ooA, 208V, 3 Phase Disconnect Switches 1 EA $500 $500 
4. 30A Circuits Incl. Wire and Conduit 6 LF $4 $24 
5. 100A Circuits Incl. Wire and Conduit 200 LF $9 $1,aoo 
6. 200A Circuits Incl. Wire and Conduit 200 LF $16 $3,200 

C. New Public Address System 
1. Public Address System - Complete 18,620 EA $1 $18,620 

O. New Data System 
1. Data System Incl. Raceway and Conductors 18,620 SF $1 $18,620 

Subtotal $48,855 

B. Subtotal Project Costs $326,171 
AlE Design Fee 10% $32,617 
Design/Est. Contingency 20% $65,234 
General Conditions 10% $32,617 
Overhead/Profit 8% $26,094 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $6,523 
Escalation 3% $9,785 Assume 3% per year for 1 year 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $499,042 
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. ·2.8 Grandstand 

Kitchell 

2.8.1 Architectural 
A.. The overall condition of Grandstand is fair. 
B. The building is comprised of the following areas: 

(l) Grandstand seating. 
(2) Concession facilities. These facilities were locked and could not be 

surveyed for condition or code compliance. 
(3) Offices. 
(4) Press box. 
(5) Public restroom facilities at each end of the grandstand. 
(6) A utility tunnel running the length of the grandstand. 

2.8.2 Code Compliance 
A. Restrooms require upgrading to meet ADA requirements. 

(1) All restrooms require one lavatory properly fined for use by the 
physically handicapped, including proper lavatory and mirror mounting 
height, hardware and pipe protection. 

(2) All restrooms require at least one paper towel dispenser be relocated to 
an accessible height. 

(3) Through combining two water closet stalls into one, an accessible stall 
has been created The water closet fixture must be replaced with one 
that is at an ADA compliant height. The toilet paper dispensers must 
be relocated to below the grab bars. 

(4) An ADA-compliant urinal is required in the mens' restrooms. 
(5) The addition of ADA compliant signage is required. 

B. Electric water coolers must be replaced with fixtures meeting ADA 
requirements. 

C. The existing stairs are in general compliance with current codes; however, 
the handrails do not extend far enough. These should be replaced. 

D. Wheelchair seating space is provided; however, access ramps to seating are 
not ADA compliant. Compliant ramps must be provided. 

E. The main entrance to the grandstand is elevated above the level of the plaza. 
Ramps exist at either side of the entrance, but they are not ADA compliant. 
Compliant ramps must be provided. 

2.8.3 Building Observations 
A. Flooring 

(1) Offices 
(a) The offices are carpeted. The carpet is in poor condition and 

should be replaced. 
(2) Press box 

(a) The press box is carpeted. The carpet is in poor condition and 
should be replaced. 

(3) Restrooms 

B. Walls 

(a) The restroom floors are sealed concrete. The floors should be 
resealed. 

(1) Offices - The walls are painted gypsum wallboard. They should be 
repainted. 

(2) Press box - The walls are painted gypsum wallboard. They should be 
repainted. 
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Facility Condition Study 

(3) Restrooms - The restroom flooring appears to be the ceramic tile placed 
in the grandstand's original construction. There are places where the 
tile is broken or missing. The damage is not extensive; however, the 
tile is worn and will be difficult to match. Replacement of the tile is 
recommended. 

C. Ceilings 
(1) Offices - The ceilings in the offices are suspended acoustic panels and 

are in relatively good condition. 
(2) Press box - The ceilings in the press box are suspended acoustic panels 

and are in relatively good condition. 
(3) Restrooms - Painting of the ceiling is required. 

D. Doors 
(1) Hollow metal doors and frames are in good condition. 
(2) Doors with automatic closers will need to be checked for compliance 

with ADA opening force requirements. 
(3) Door latches must be replaced with ADA-compliant hardware. 

E. Fire Protection - The grandstand is not sprinklered. 
F. Exterior 

(1) The outside concrete walls of the grandstand are painted and in 
relatively good condition. 

(2) The underside of the grandstand is painted concrete. The paint is 
peeling badly. The underside should be sand blasted and repainted. 

(3) It has been reported that the front facade of the grandstand has 
unreinforced masonry. Drawings made available to Kitchell could not 
confirm this. It is recommended that additional studies be performed to 
confirm this suspicion. The studies will require destruction of a 
portion of the masonry with observance, analysis and recommendations 
by a registered structural engineer. These studies are beyond the scope 
of this report. Remediation of the suspected unreinforced masonry is 
not included in the Estimate of Costs. 

G. Roof - Although the roof of the grandstand press box appeared to be in 
general good repair, a two inch hole was observ'!d in one location. 

H. Cover - At one time, the seating area was under cover, however, it was 
reported that during a sever storm, it was blown off. Consideration should 
be given to providing shading from the sun. 

I. The location of the grandstand splits the fairgrounds in two and also hinders 
expansion and growth of the exhibit and livestock areas. Consideration 
should be given to demolishing the grandstand and locating it at the edge of 
the grounds. This would provide separate access for year-round events, 
logistics and people movement would be simplified, and security of the 
remaining fairground property enhanced. 

2.8.4 Mechanical and Plumbing Systems 
A. HV AC Systems - There is no air conditioning or heating provided for the 

grandstand. 
B. Sprinklers - The grandstand was not sprinklered. 
C. Plumbing - The utility tunnel underneath the grandstand was flooded. The 

top of the water was within inches of the electrical panels. A sump pump 
needs to be installed to remove the standing water 
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2.8.5 Electrical and Data Systems 
A. Electrical Service - The electrical service was located in the utility tunnel. 

Due to flooding in this ~. we were notable to determine the size or 
condition of the panels. 

B. Lighting - The lighting underneath the grandstand area was a low bay metal 
halide fixture.. The light fixtures were in good condition. 

C. Receptacles - Receptacles were located in sufficient quantities throughout the 
grandstand and were in good condition. 
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2.8.6 Photographs of the Building 
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2.8.7 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SEcnON 2 - GRANDSTAND 

COST EsnMATE 
I-Mar-9a 

Work Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

A. Grandstand 
1. ADA Code Compliance 

a. Restrooms 
1.) Remove and Reinstall One (1) 4 lS $1,000 $4,000 

Lavatory at Req'd H.C. 
Height. Provide New Fixture 
and Pipe Protection. 

2.) Provide and Install One Paper 4 lS $100 $400 
Towel Dispenser at Required 
Handicap Height 

3.) Remove Two (2) Existing 4 lS $1,600 $6,400 
Watercloset and Replace 
with One H.C. Compliant 
Paper Dispenser 

4.) Provide H.C. Compliant Urinal 2 lS . $1,600 $3,600 
at Men's Restroom. 

5.) Provide and Install ADA 2 lS $500 $1,000 
Compliant Signage. 

b. Drinking Fountains 
1.) Replace the Electric Water 2 lS $3,000 $6,000 

Coolers. 
c. Stairs 

1.) Replace the Handrails. 300 IF $20 $6,000 
d. Access Ramp 

1.) Provide H.C. Compliant Ramp 2 lS $70,000 $140,000 
to Wheelchair Seating Space. 

e. Main Entrance 
1.) Provide H.C. Ramps 2 lS $10,000 $~,ooo 

Each Side of Main Entrance. 
Subtotal $187,400 

2. Observed Building Deficiencies 
a. Flooring 

1.) Offices 
a.) Replace Carpet. 278 SY $25 $6,950 

2.) Press Box 
a.) Replace Carpet 109 SY $25 $2,725 

3.) Restrooms 
a.) Reseal Floors. 900 SF $5 $4,500 

b. Walls 
1.) Offices 

a.) Repaint 3,600 SF $0.50 $1,600 
2.) Press Box 

a.) Repaint 2,200 SF $0.50 $1,100 
3.) Restrooms 

a.) Replace the Cer. Wall Tile. 1,620 SF $5.50 $8,910 
c.Ceilings 

1.) Restrooms 
a.) Repaint. 900 SF $0.50 $450 
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2.8.7 Estimate of Costs, continued 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY fAIRGROUNDS 
SECl10N 2 - GRANDSTAND 

COST ESTIMATE 
6oMar-98 

Work Description Quantity Units Unit Cost Total Cost Comments 

d. Doors 
1.) Replace the door latches at 8 EA. $350 $2,800 

the offices and restrooms 
w/ADA compliant hardware. 

e. Exterior 
1.) Sandblast & Repaint the 32,000 SF $2.50 $80,000 

Underside of Grandstands. 
f. Roof 

1.) Press Box 
a.) Patch Two (2) Inch Hole 2 EA $100 $200 

in Roof. 
b.) Provide cover over 32,000 SF $15.00 $480,000 

Grandstand. 

Subtotal $589,435 

B. Subtotal Project Costs LS $n6,835 
AlE Design Fee 10% $n,684 
Design/Est. Contingency 20% $155,367 
General Conditions 10% $n,684 
Overhead/Profit 8% $62, 147 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $15,537 
Escalation 3% $23,305 Assume 3% ~ ~ear for 1 year 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $1,188.558 
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Santa Clara County Fairgrounds Facility Condition Study 

2.9 Livestock Buildings 
2.9.1 Overall Condition 

The livestock buildings consisted of a sheep and swine building, cattle bams and 
cattle arena, poUltry, pigeons and rabbits building, horse bams and an open horse 
arena. Most of the buildings are over fifty years old and are dilapidated. These 
buildings have served their usefu1life and should be replaced. 

2.9.2 Location 
Currently, the Fairgrounds is divided into four areas. The exhibit halls to the 
north, the grandstand and racetrack in the center, the livestock buildings to the 
south, and an open area to the west for carnival activities. The livestock area is 
remote from the front entrance, and could deter families With small children from 
visiting this area. 

2.9.3 Replacement 
We would suggest that the existing livestock buildings be demolished and a multi
purpose building be provided that would house all the livestock, except the horses. 
This building would also include an area with seatirig for auctioning off the 
livestock, and pens for the cattle, sheep, pigs, goats etc., and an area to show 
rabbits, poultry and pigeons. This building could also be used at other times for 
trade shows. We also suggest that new horse barns and a new covered horse 
arena be provided. 
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2.9.4 Photographs of the Building 
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2.9.4 Photographs of the Building, continued 
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2.9.4 Photographs of the Building, continued 
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2.9.4 Photographs of the Building, continued 
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2.9.5 Estimate of Costs 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS 
SECTION 2 - BUILDING REPLACEMENT 

COST ESTIMATE 
6-Mar-9a 

[)otal Cost Work Description I Quantity Units 
... 

Unit Cost Comments 

~ Horse exhibits 
A. Horse Bam "A" -167' x 48' 8,024 SF $25 $200,600 
B. Horse Bam "B" - 251 x 48' 12,036 SF $25 $300,900 
C. Horse Bam "C" - 251' X 48' 12,036 SF $25 $300,900 

Subtotal 32,096 $802,400 

2. Horse Arena 
A. Horse Arena - 300' x 100' 30,000 SF $20 $600,000 

Subtotal 30,000 $600,000 

3. Subtotal Project Costs $1,402,400 
AlE Design Fee 10% $140,240 
Design/Est Contingency 20% $280,480 
General Conditions 10% $140,240 
Overhead/Profit 8% $112,192 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $28,048 
Escalation 3% $42,072 Assume 3% per year for 1 year 

TOTj.\L PRO.Jt:\..1 ~u~ I ~ ~;.:::, 14:),0/;'::: 

Work DeSCription Quantity Units = Unit Cost .. Total Cost Comments 

1. Uvestock Buildings 
A. Cow Bam "A" - 274' x 77' 21,072 SF $48 $1,011 456 
B. Cow Bam "B" - 274' x 81' 22,167 SF $48 $1,064,016 
C. Pigeon, Poultry and Rabbit Bldg 12,544 SF $48 $602,112 

112' x 112' 
D. Sheep & Pig Building 85,000 SF $48 $4,080,000 

340'x 250' 
Subtotal 140,783 $6,757,584 

2. Subtotal Prolect Costs $6,757,584 
AlE Design Fee 10% $675,758 
Design/Est Contingency 20% $1,351,517 
General Conditions 10% $675,758 
Overhead/Profit 8% $540,607 
Insurance/Bonds 2% $135,152 
Escalation 3% $202,728 Assume 3% . per. year for 1 year 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $10,339,104 
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